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ABSTRACT 
The family of nitride semiconductors has had a profound influence on the 
development of optoelectronics for a large variety of applications. However, as of 
yet there are no native substrates commercially available that are grown by liquid 
phase methods as with Si and GaAs. As a result, the majority of electronic and 
optoelectronic devices are grown heteroepitaxially on sapphire and SiC. 
This PhD research addresses both the development of polar and non-
polar GaN and AIN templates by Hydride Vapor Phase Epitaxy (HVPE) on 
sapphire and SiC substrates, as well as the growth and characterization of 
optoelectronic devices on these templates by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). 
Polar and non-polar GaN templates have been grown in a vertical HVPE reactor 
on the C- and R-planes of sapphire respectively. The growth conditions have 
vii 
been optimized to allow the formation for thick (50um) GaN templates without 
cracks. These templates were characterized structurally by studying their surface 
morphologies by SEM and AFM , and their structure through XRD and TEM. The 
polar C-plane GaN templates were found to be atomically smooth. However, the 
surface morphology of the non-polar GaN films grown on the R-plane of sapphire 
were found to have a facetted surface morphology, with the facets intersecting at 
120° angles. This surface morphology reflects an equilibrium growth , since the A-
plane of GaN grows faster than the M-planes of GaN due to the lower atomic 
density of the plane. 
For the development of deep-UV optoelectronics , it is required to grow 
AIGaN quantum wells on AIN templates. However, since AIN is a high melting 
point material, such templates have to be grown at higher temperatures , close to 
half the melting point of the material (1500 oc). As these temperatures cannot be 
easily obtained by traditional furnace heating , an HVPE reactor has been 
designed to heat the substrate inductively to these temperatures. This apparatus 
has been used to grow high-quality, transparent AIN films with a screw 
dislocation density of 106 cm-2 on sapphire repeatedly. 
On such templates , both lnGaN- and AIGaN-based quantum wells (QWs) 
and quantum dots (QDs) were formed by MBE and were characterized. lnGaN 
/GaN and AIGaN /AIN QWs were grown on the non-polar GaN templates and 
found to emit at near green and deep UV respectively with internal quantum 
efficiency (IQE) close to 90%. The lnGaN GaN QWs and QDs have been 
viii 
investigated 'to understand the influence of plasmonic nanoparticles on the 
efficiency of corresponding green LEOS. 
ix 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Literature Review 
The investigation of the family of Nitride Semiconductors, consisting of the 
binary compounds GaN, InN , AIN , and their alloys, has seen an explosive growth 
over the past twenty years both in the area of basic science as well as device 
applications. Besides the extensive bibliography of communications and archival 
articles , this progress has been documented in a number of books and review 
articles [Pearton , 1997, Pankove and Moustakas, 1998, 1999, Gil 1998, 
Nakamura et al. , 2000, Henini , 2004, Morkoc, 2009]. As these materials do not 
exist in nature, the field was initially stifled since its discovery in the 1960s 
[Maruska et al. , 1969] by the inability to grow high quality films on foreign 
substrates. However with the discovery of a means of growing high quality films 
through the use of a low-temperature GaN buffer [Lei et. al. , 1991 , Nakamura , 
1991 , Moustakas et. al. , 1992, Moustakas et al. 1993] and the demonstration of 
the first blue light-emitting diode [Nakamura et al , 1993], the interest in these 
materials increased significantly. 
1.1 - Materials Properties 
This increased interest in these materials can be attributed to the unique 
set cif properties characteristic of the Ill-Nitrides. The nitrides are direct band gap 
semiconductors that can be doped n-and p-type. They have a high thermal 
conductivity that ranges from 0.8 (InN) to 2.8 (~IN) W/cm·K, as well as chemical 
resistance to attack by acids and basis, and high radiation hardness. Amongst 
1 
these properties , it is direct gap band structure that allows for the efficient 
recombination of electron-hole pairs across the band gap. This results in the 
emission of photons with energy equal to that of the bandgap, which forms the 
basis of optoelectronic devices such as light-emitting diodes (LEOs) and laser 
diodes. The band gap energy of the nitrides ranges from O.?eV (InN), to 3.4eV 
(GaN), to 6.2eV (AIN). By alloying these materials in different mole fractions, it is 
possible to cover the whole spectrum of light from the near-infrared into the 
deep-ultraviolet as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The AlxGa1-xN alloys cover the 
ultraviolet part of the spectrum and lnyGa1-yN to cover the visible spectrum. 
While it is possible to grow lattice matched films through the u~e of lnzAI1_zN or 
lnxAiyGa1_x-yN , little success has been demonstrated in this area so far. This is 
due to the difficulty of incorporating during growth In adatom while guaranteeing 
sufficient surface mobility of the Ga and AI ad atoms that is required to produce 
smooth films. It is not enough to be a direct-bandgap in order to produce LEOs 
and LOs. You also need to be able to dope these materials both n-and p-type in 
order to form a p-n junction for electrical injection. This junction is the basis of 
both electronic (diodes, transistors, and thyristors) and optoelectronic devices. N-
type doping of these materials is rather straightforward and is possible to occur 
unintentionally or though controlled incorporation of impurities such as silicon. 
Unintentional n-type doping in Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVP) methods is 
believed to be caused by the formation of nitrogen vacancies , or by incorporation 
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Figure 1.1- Energy bandgap versus lattice constant in Ill-Nitride 
Semiconductors 
As discussed in a later chapter incorporation of oxygen in AIN and high AI-
percent AIGaN alloys puts states in the middle of the gap instead. On the other 
hand, controlled doping .is done primarily with Si, which will incorporate at Ga 
bonding sites. Silicon impurities have a very low activation energy of 
approximately 15meV, making silicon a reliable dopant in GaN and InN. 
However, as the aluminum concentration increases in the film, the activation 
energy becomes significantly larger to the point that the film will no longer 
conduct effectively at concentrations of over 70% aluminum. This is due to the 
fact that the activation energy of silicon in AIN reaches 250meV. 
P-type doping in the nitrides is significantly more complicated as most of 
3 
the potential dopants will result in deep level states. Magnesium, the most 
commonly used p-type dopant, has activation energy of 160meV in GaN, 
resulting in only a small fraction of the impurities becoming activated at room 
temperature. In addition , Mg-doped GaN grown in the presence of hydrogen will 
result in the passivation of the hole through the formation of Mg-H complexes. 
Thus, activation of Mg requires the removal of hydrogen, which currently done by 
annealing the material post growth to approximately 700 °C. [Nakamura , 1993]. 
1.2- Growth Methods for Ill-Nitrides 
The Ill-Nitrides are materials that do not exist in nature, but instead are 
synthesized artificially. With bulk material not readily available , it is necessary to 
use foreign substrates when growing nitride films. Most commonly, growth of 
nitride films has been demonstrated on AI203 (sapphire) , SiC, and Si. Each of 
these substrates comes with their own set of benefits and limitations with the 
most commonly used of these beirJg sapphire. While electrically and thermally 
insulating , and having a larger lattice mismatch when compared to SiC sapphire 
is significantly cheaper. This is true by an order of magnitude with 2" sapphire 
costing approximately $50, and a similar sized SiC wafer costing on the order of 
$1000. Recently, there has been renewed interest in Si as a substrate due to its 
cheap cost and its potential for integration with silicon electronic devices. The 
current focus is to develop Ill-Nitride based power electronic devices on Si (111 ). 
It should also be mentioned that growth of GaN on Si (1 000) leads to GaN films 
having the zincblende structure [Lei et al., 1991 , Lei et al., 1992, Moustakas et 
4 
al., 1993]. 
Both the substrate and the growth conditions used will dictate the growth 
mode that will occur. There are three primary growth modes that are identified 
interchangeably by either their growth mechanism or the name of the scientists 
who analyzed the various growth modes. These growth modes are: layer-by-
layer growth (Frank van-der-Merwe) , island growth (Volmer-Weber), and layer-
plus-island growth (Stranski-Krastanov) and are schematically iJiustrated in 
Figure 1.2. The layer-by-layer growth mode occurs primarily during homoepitaxial 
growth in which a film is grown on an identical substrate as the film. Another 
requirement for the layer-by-layer growth is that the substrate is atomically 
cleaned and the growth takes place at sufficiently high temperature that the 
adatoms have sufficient diffusivity. As shown in Figure 1 .2a, this growth mode 
results in islands that will grow laterally and coalesce into a single , coherent 
monolayer before new islands nucleate and repeat the process. This growth 
mode leads to atomically smooth films. 
The Volmer-Weber or island growth mode occurs when the adatoms do 
not have enough diffusivity and the nucleation process leads to islands or 
clusters . This process is illustrated in 1.2b., where the nuclei continue to grow 
three-dimensionally producing columnar and generally rough films. Furthermore, 
the increased surface area of these three-dimensional clusters, the films will 
gradually roughen as adatoms with few nearest neighbors will thermally desorb 
from the lattice. The combination of the three-dimensional growth and 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 1.2: Schematic Illustration of the layer-by-layer (a), island (b), and layer-
plus-is/and growth modes (c) 
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roughening from the desorption of weakly bonded sites , will result in textured 
films. 
Finally, the Stranski - Krastanov or layer-plus-island growth mode 
effectively acts as a combination of Frank van-der-Merwe and Volmer-Weber 
growth. As illustrated in Figure 1.2c, this growth mode begins with the adatoms 
bonding preferentially with surface sites and growing monolayer by monolayer. 
However, once a specific critical thickness has been achieved, then the 
accumulate strain in the films results in a transition into an island growth Once 
this point has been reached , the adatoms will bond in clusters and will try to 
minimize their surface energy by forming round islands. These islands will be 
fully relaxed and dislocation free as a mechanism for the stress release. 
1.3- Threading Dislocations 
Regardless of the substrate chosen , the scarcity of native substrates 
means the growth will always be heteroepitaxial. As such , the incoming adatoms 
have binding sites that will not necessarily align with their lattice leading to fi lms 
having a mosaic structure, which means that the film consists of islands (sub-
grains or domains) that may or may not be well aligned with each other .. 
Consequently, as the islands grow laterally and begin to coalesce, these 
mismatches will result in the formation of threading dislocations that will 
propagate throughout the film. These threading dislocations typically arise in 
three variations: edge, screw, and misfit. 
An edge dislocation will form when two islands coalesce that are rotated 
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in-plane from one another as shown in Figure 1.3. This imperfect alignment 
allows for an additional plane to insert itself in the space between the two islands. 
This plane will contain dangling bonds where it does not match up with the 
bonding sites of the other island. The dangling bonds in edge dislocations 
should behave similarly to the dangling bonds in free surfaces [Moustakas , 
2013]. In Si and traditional 111-V compounds (e.g) GaAs, it is well known that that 
dangling bonds occur in the middle of the gap and thus, are potent non-radiative 
recombination centers. However, as discussed by Moustakas [Moustakas, 2013] 
in nitride semiconductors, which are ionic materials the surface states have 
moved close to the band edges and are traps instead of recombination centers . 
In an n-type material the dangling bonds in edge dislocations are charged 
negatively and become scattering centers and thus limiting the mobility [Ng et al. , 
1998]. Thus, in lateral GaN field effect transistors the density of edge 
dislocations has to be reduced. It should be stress, however, that in vertical 
transport the mobility is not influenced as much since the electrons move parallel 
to the edge dislocations leading to low angle scattering [Misra , 2000]. In general , 
however the edge dislocations are undesirable even in vertical devices since 
they contribute to device leakage. 
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Figure 1.3- Origin of threading dislocations due to improper coalescence of the 
hexagonal islands [Moustakas, 2013] 
Alternatively, screw dislocations form when two nucleated islands do not 
have the same out of plane rotation as one another. As such, when the two 
islands coalesce they may impinge on another with independent tilts, and at 
these intersections the atoms will spiral along the perpendicular direction to the 
surface. Unlike edge dislocations, these dislocations do act as non-radiative 
recombination centers and will detrimentally affect the performance of devices as 
carriers can be easily lost by recombining with the dislocation [Abell , 2008]. 
Unlike the other two dislocation types which form due to improper 
coalescence of the nucleated islands, misfit dislocations form as a method of 
stress release. When a film is grown, the substrate temperature plays a large 
role in how the stresses are allowed to evolve in the film. At approximately half 
the melting point of the material, it goes through a transition from a brittle to 
plastic deformation mode. When the material is in this plastic deformation mode, 
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stress can be released through the shift and glide of planes, resulting in misfit 
dislocations. As a result, the film is able to fully relax as it is grown thicker and 
reaches the critical thickness where the dislocations form. This is not the case , 
however, while it is still in a brittle mode. Under these conditions, the only 
dislocations that are able to exist are screw and edge. There evidence that films 
grown at lower temperature than the half of the melting point of the material they 
can grow significantly thicker that the Mathews' critical thickness without 
relaxation [Akasaki and Amana in Pankove and Moustakas 1998] 
1.4 - Crystal Orientation and Polarity 
In its thermodynamically stable state , the nitrides have a Wurtzite lattice 
structure. This is the non-Brevais form of the Hexagonal Close Pack (HCP) 
lattice, where each lattice point is a nitride molecule oriented along the [0001] 
axis. The geometry of this lattice leads to the formation of internal polarization 
fields parallel to the [0001] direction. Furthermore, the internal polarization can 
be separated into two distinct types , spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization . 
The spontaneous polarization arises from the fact that the nitrogen atom 
has a higher electronegativity than the group Ill atom. This results in the 
formation of a dipole at each lattice point. When this is expanded into a full 
lattice , the local field at each dipole is negated by its neighbor everywhere except 
at the interfaces. Here, a sheet charge forms that gives rise to an intrinsic 
electric field in the film. Figure 1.4 shows a cross-section schematic of the lattice 
taken parallel to the (1120) plane. The gallium and nitrogen atoms are 
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represented by large and small spheres respectively. By convention , the 
polarization field P is defined as being oriented from the more electronegative to 
the less electronegative atom as illustrated. Conversely, in this illustration , the 
top of the figure develops a negative sheet charge and the bottom a positive 
sheet charge, resulting in an electric field in the +c-direction. 
[0001] 
L1120] 
Figure 1.4- Polarization fields inside the GaN lattice 
Similar to spontaneous polarization , piezoelectric polarization is intrinsic to 
hexagonal lattices. This particular lattice has no center of symmetry, and thus 
no inversion symmetry. When stresses or strain is applied to the lattice, this 
displacement of the atoms in the lattice will generate a polarization field parallel 
to the [0001] direction. 
Since the majority of device structures in the nitrides are currently grown 
along the [0001] direction , these intrinsic polarization fields will have an effect on 
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device performance. For devices such as High-Electron Mobility Transistors 
(HEMTs), the formation of sheet charges at the surface enhances the 
performance. Contrarily, this is not the case for most optoelectronic devices that 
are based on quantum well structures, which form the bulk of the work 
presented. For example, Figure 1.5 illustrates a Multiple Quantum Well (MQW) 
structure both with and without the existence of intrinsic polarization fields. 
Ideally, as shown in Figure 1.5(a), the MOWs show no distortion and are 
perfectly flat as seen in non-polar materials such as GaAs. This allows for 
electron and hole wave functions that are symmetric in the conduction and 
valence bands respectively. The overlap of these wavefunctions results in 
electrons and holes that can readily recombine across the bandgap to generate 
photons. 
® (0001} (0001) 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1.5- Band Diagram of Polar- (a) and Non-Polar (b) Quantum Wells 
When polarization fields are introduced as shown in Figure 1.5(b), the 
situation becomes more complicated. The spontaneous polarization gives rise to 
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a constant electric field that is oriented in the +c-direction . This electric field is 
then modulated by the piezoelectric fields generated by the difference in lattice 
constant between the GaN barriers and the lnGaN wells. It can be assumed that 
this structure will be grown on a fully relaxed GaN substrate , which results in the 
lnGaN being grown conformally to the GaN lattice. Since the thickness of the 
wells is not large enough to allow for relaxation of the lattice, the lnGaN will be 
under compressive stress while the GaN barriers remain relaxed. The result is 
electric fields oriented in the -c-direction in the lnGaN and the +c-direction in the 
GaN barriers that give rise to the sawtooth quantum wells. 
When carriers are introduced to the MQWs, these intrinsic fields skew the 
overlap integral for the electrons and holes located in the opposite interfaces. 
Consequently, the electrons and holes become isolated from one another within 
the well , reducing recombination efficiency dramatically. Additionally, this 
distortion reduces the effective bandgap between the conduction and valence 
bands, causing the emission wavelength to red-shift. This effect is known as the 
Quantum Confined Stark Effect (QCSE) . In applications, this effect can be 
minimized by reducing the well width , but comes at the cost of an increase in 
leakage current due to overflow of carriers in the wells. · 
The combined effects from the QCSE have led to increased attention to 
other crystallographic planes with the intrinsic polarization fields are either 
minimized, or removed completely. This divides the planes into three separate 
categories: polar, semi-polar, or non-polar, depending on their orientation with 
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respect to the [0001] direction. As such, a film grown parallel to the [0001] 
direction will be polar, while one grown perpendicular will be non-polar. Of these 
denominations, the most commonly used of planes are illustrated in Figure 1.6. 
The (0001) polar plane is shown in Figure 1.6(a). The magnitude of the polar 
components begins to decrease as the plane is tilted about the [0001] direction. 
Figure 1.6(b) shows two semi-polar planes that not fully perpendicular to the 
(0001) plane and, as such, retain a smaller fraction of the polarity. The (1012) 
and (1122) planes of GaN are rotated 43.2° and 58.4° from the (0001) plane 
respectively. The (1122) plane has received attention recently due to the 
rotation of that plane puts it at an angle where there is no piezoelectric 
polarization and it exposes bonding sites for In ad atoms [Strittmatter, 2011 ]. 
Fully perpendicular to the (0001) plane, Figure 1.6(c) shows the most common 
non-polar planes. The work of Yemada et al. demonstrated that amongst non-
polar planes, the M-plane produced better light emitters due to a decreased 
number of defects compared to the A-plane [Yemada et al , 2008]. As such, most 















Figure 1.6- Common Polar (a), Semi-Polar (b), and Non-Polar (c) wurtzite 
planes 
1.4 Scope of the Present Work 
It is apparent from the previous discussion that full potential of the family 
of Nitride semiconductors will require the development of either GaN substrates 
of GaN templates in order to reduce the density of threading defects. 
Furthermore, the development of such substrates or templates in non-polar 
directions should enable the formation of non-polar light emitting devices, whose 
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efficiency is expected to be significantly higher than the polar counterparts . 
The appropriate growth method of developing such GaN substrates I 
templates is the HVPE method , which is capable of high growth rates [Maruska 
and Tiejen , 1969, Molnar in Pankove and Moustakas, 1999, Williams 2007]. 
Deposition systems based on the HVPE method are not yet commercially 
available and thus , results reported in the literature based on home-made 
designs vary considerably. The HVPE method has been used for the 
development of polar e-GaN templates but there is limited literature in the 
development of non-polar GaN templates . As for AIN templates, which are 
expected to be used for deep UV emitters there is even more limited literature. 
The growth of AIN films by HVPE is still a relat ively new area of study. Several 
groups have performed initial work in this area and have achieved promising 
results that indicate the growth of AIN by HVPE is not that different than GaN. It 
was shown that these films could be grown both through the sublimation of AICI3 
powders [Kumegai et al. 2005] and the in situ formation of AICI by exposure of AI 
metal to HCI [Eriguchi et al. , 2008]. These films grown by synthesizing were 
found to have exceedingly good crystal quality when grown at temperatures as 
high as 1500°C. These films had screw dislocation densities on the order of 
1x107 cm-2 and edge dislocation densities of 1x109 cm-2 . As such , it was 
determined that solid aluminum and temperatures between 1400-1500°C would 
be used in the development of the AIN HVPE. 
Multiple nucleation layers were proposed , ranging from the traditional low 
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temperature buffer (~600°C) layer proposed by Amano , [Amano, 1988] to a 
moderate temperature buffer layer (850°C) [Balaji et al , 2012] , to a high 
temperature capping layer (1 065oC) to prevent sapphire degradation [Tajima et 
al. , 2008]. All three nucleation layers would be attempted in order to determine 
the ideal conditions for the developed reactor. 
The scope of this dissertation is to design HVPE reactors for the 
development of both polar and non-polar GaN and AIN templates and test the 
suitability of these templates by depositing on them AIGaN and lnGaN in the form 
of multiple quantum wells (MQWs) or quantum dots (QDs) and evaluating their 
properties as emitters. 
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Chapter 2: Experimental Methods 
The breadth of this work has required the use of many tools and 
experimental techniques that spans the entire spectrum of semiconductor device 
fabrication . This includes the growth of bulk materials, the growth of device 
layers, and device fabrication. While the majority of the tools utilized are 
commercially available systems, several of these methods have been developed 
completely from the ground up to implement techniques that not readily available. 
·specifically, the development of the Hydride Vapor Phase Epitaxy reactors 
represented a substantial portion of the work involved in this thesis , and thus will 
receive the most attention. In the case of commercial tools, a cursory overview 
of the tool and its operation will be presented for reference. 
2.1 - Computer Interfaces 
Before examining the experimental apparatus utilized in this work, it is 
critical to have an understanding of LabVIEW and computer interfaces. This 
software package has been used extensively to provide control between the end-
user and the equipment. While great care has been taken to ensure that every 
Ul is as user-friendly as possible, it will be nearly impossible to understand , 
troubleshoot, or upgrade the existing system without knowledge of how the 
current interfaces are implemented. 
2.1.1- LabVIEW 
LabVIEW is a graphical programming language that specializes in 
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designing Ul software for instrumentation . In other programming languages, 
code is written line-by-line sequentially with text representations of every function 
or code element. LabVIEW, however, uses graphical representations with each 
function and interface element represented by an icon on the programming 
screen. These icons are then assigned their inputs and outputs through "wire" 
connections. Once completed , this program can be saved as a "Virtual 
Instrument," or VI , with its own set of assigned connectors that can then be used 
within a higher level virtual instrument. 
Figure 2.1 is a simple example of this programming format. This VI 
is a simple divider that will take two user-defined inputs and then output 
the result of the one divided into the other. The front panel in Figure 3.1 a 
is the part of the VI that the user will interact with directly. Here two 
numerical input fields , labeled "X" and "Y" respectively, have been placed 
as well as a numerical output field "XIY". The values for X andY of 3 and 
2 have been entered into the fields , and by pushing the rightward facing 
arrow icon to execute the VI , the result of 3/2 is displayed in the XIY field . 
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Figure 2.1- The Lab VIEW Front Panel (a) and Block Diagram (b) 
Looking beneath the surface of the GUI to the programming window in 
Figure 2.1 b, this graphical structure becomes immediately visible. The three 
numerical fields are now variables of the "double" data type, and are color coded 
orange, which represents a floating point number. The triangle in the center is 
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the division operator with its two inputs on the left, wired to X and Y, and 
its output on the right wired to XIY. Each data type is given its own 
separate color to easily differentiate it from another and to help ensure the 
correct connections are made. Specifically, integers are blue, strings are 
pink, logic is green , port addresses are magenta , clusters are brown , and 
invalid connections are black. The lineweight also provides insight into the 
data size. A thin line is a single value , a heavy line is a 1 D array, and a 
double line is a higher dimensional array. 
This basic model can be expanded to encompass any function or 
operators normally associated with text-based programming languages. 
More complicated structures such as loops, conditionals, and other flow 
control takes the form of frames that can be drawn around the appropriate 
programming blocks. Once executed, the program will follow these series 
of wires sequentially from the top left to the bottom right until completed. 
Continuous execution can be obtained either within the code through the 
use of a while-loop , or by pressing the looping arrow button in the top left, 
which will run it until the execution is terminated by pressing the stop 
button. 
Debugging features are also built into this software to help with the 
programming process. If there are outstanding errors, the execute icon 
will display as a broken arrow and clicking on it will list the errors and allow 
you to center directly on them. Most commonly this is caused by unlinked 
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inputs or outputs. If these are connected, an invalid connection will be illustrated 
in one of two ways . Broken connections are illustrated with dashed lines and 
mismatched connections place two arrows pointing opposite directions on the 
wires. Mousing over these lines will explain the data type being given and the 
desired data type. 
If the VI runs, but the result is not correct, the execution can be debugged directly 
by pressing the lightbulb button before or during the execution. When this button 
is depressec;l, the program flow will be illustrated in the programming window. 
Small dots will transverse the paths of the wires with the current data value 
attached . These dots will progress through the entire code until the entire 
execution is finished. The data for each of these wires will also remain until they 
are supplanted by new values. This process, however, is very slow and often 
undesirable if the VI is very complex. In these cases, "probes" can be placed 
onto individual wires throughout the code. These probes are represented by 
their own pop-up windows that always sit in front of the other windows displaying 
the current value of the line it is attached to. 
Once the VI is complete and running properly, the icon can be wired in the 
top right of the screen so that it can be run within another VI. Many different 
geometries are available to accommodate VI's of varying complexities . Each one 
can be chosen by right clicking on the terminal icon and choosing "Select 
Pattern." Once complete , the connections are done simply by using the wiring 
tool to link any individual node to the respective Ul element. The node will be 
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automatically defined as an input or output relative to the element chosen. 
2.1.2 - Signal Types 
Most instrumentation will commun icate with a computer through one of 
four primary communication types: analog 1/0, digital I/O, serial comms, or 
parallel. Modern computers typically only come with serial communications 
available by default through Universal Serial Bus (USB) ports or, in increasingly 
fewer instances, RS-232 COM ports . Therefore, if any of the other methods are 
necessary, the appropriate interface card must be installed . These range from 
multifunction data acquisition cards for analog and digital 1/0, serial interface 
cards; or GPIB cards. 
Analog 1/0 is one of the simplest forms of communication between 
computer and instrument. As control signals, these often consist of DC voltages 
or currents that are scaled to indicate what level of operation is desired . Most 
commonly this will be a 0-1 OVDC control signa l that corresponds to 0-100% 
operation of the instrument. Conversely, instruments can return their status or 
results of a measurement as an analog voltage or current. This can be a scaled 
voltage similar to the control voltage or directly proportional to the measured 
value. 
Digitiall/0 , however, can take many forms. The simplest version of this 
involves writing a latching logic level to a single digital line. In most cases this is 
a OV signal for logic low and a 5V signal for logic high. These signals are optimal 
when communicating with components that are controlled by digital logic circuits 
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or for driving switches. Alternatively, however, the digital signals can be 
combined to form command words . Each instrument will have its own set of 
command words that are to be used when controlling the device. For example, a 
Eurotherm temperature controller will respond with the current temperature it is 
reading when sent the "PV" string, the pneumonic for "Process Value." These 
communications are done either one of two ways: in a constant stream of data 
bits as in serial communications, or byte by byte as in parallel communications : 
Regardless of which method used , both methods require both the instruments to 
be configured to receive the signals at the same speed , or baud rate. This 
ensures that the receiving instrument is sampling the signal at the same rate it is 
being transmitted. 
Parallel communications are becoming increasingly uncommon due to the 
prevalence of high speed serial 
2.1.3 -Creating Data Channels 
LabVIEW simplifies the access to all available data channels through a 
supplementary piece of software known as Measurement and Automation 
Explorer (MAX). This software works similar to the Device Manager feature in 
Windows, however applies only to devices used by LabVIEW. These devices 
include data acquisition cards , COM ports, and GPIB interfaces. For each of 
these, MAX includes the appropriate test panels allowing the user to debug a 
card line by line , or port by port with low-level control. Additionally, the devices 
can be configured and saved so that when called by LabVIEW, there is no need 
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to have them configured within the VI. This includes voltage and current ranges, 
baud rates, parities, and other similar settings. 
Within LabVIEW, COM ports have their own independent constants that 
can be used. When placed, they act as drop down menus containing every COM 
port recognized by MAX and will carry all the default settings with them into the 
respective VI. Low level functions exist that include opening and closing the port 
or reading and writing to the port that only require these lines to run. With this, 
custom interface drivers can be built very simply with no knowledge of computer 
architecture necessary, other than the port desired. Similarly, the exact same 
methodology can be applied to GPIB interfaces. 
Alternatively, if data acquisition cards are used to communicate with 
instruments with basic analog or digital 1/0, MAX also simplifies the means of 
accessing these PCI devices. Measurement and Automation Explorer allows for 
the definition of what it calls "Virtual Channels." Similar to how all the settings for 
COM ports are carried through into LabVIEW, individual lines on a data 
acquisition card can be preconfigured and assigned a custom name. For 
example, a card may contain a number of n analog output lines named AOO-
AOn. If one of these lines is used to control the flow rate on a mass flow 
controller with a 0-5V signal, this signal could be wired into one of the analog 
output pins and be defined in the following manner: 
Virtual Channel: "Gas Flow A" 
. Type: Analog Output 
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This channel will then become available within Lab VIEW within a drop down field 
whenever an analog output channel function is used , such as "Write AO 1 pt". 
With this, reading or writing to an interface card can be simplified to a meager 
two elements: the preconfigured virtual channel and the desired port operation 
function . 
2.2 - Growth Methods 
There are three dominant techniques for growing nitride semiconductors: 
Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE), Metalorganic Chemical Vapor Deposition 
(MOCVD) and Hydride Vapor Phase Epitaxy (HVPE) . These three methods are 
all used for thin-film growth and have their own respective strengths and 
weaknesses. A fourth method , known as Physical Vapor Transport (PVT) , is 
becoming increasingly common , and unlike the previous three methods, is used 
primarily for the formation of boules. By understanding these four growth 
methods, it will become possible to illustrate the importance of the HVPE method 
in the growth of nitride semiconductors and their devices. 
Molecular Beam Epitaxy is a physical growth method that works by 
reacting pure metals and either plasma activated nitrogen or ammonia in ultra 
high vacuum . The metals are provided through high temperature effusion cells 
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that evaporate each metal individually. Due to the ultra high vacuum 
maintained within the growth chamber, there evaporants do not scatter, 
and travel as a molecular beam toward the heated substrate. Here the 
reaction happens as follows dependent on the nitrogen source: 
Ga + N -7 GaN 
2Ga + 2NH3 -7 2GaN + 3H2 
This method allows for layer-by-layer growth and precision as high as growing a 
single monolayer of material. Though , as this may imply, the growth rate for this 
method is the slowest, at approximately 200-300nm/hr. 
Metalorganic Chemical Vapor Deposition , however, is a gas phase 
reaction that occurs at low vaccum . This method is differentiated further by its 
use of metalorganics as the metal sources. These consist of trimethylgallium, 
trimethylindium and trimethylaluminum as the gallium, indium and aluminum 
sources respectively. The nitrogen is provided in the form of ammonia. The 
reaction is as follows: 
Due to the increased volumes of reactants at low pressure , the growth rate for 
this method is significantly faster than that of MBE, yielding growth rates on the 
order of 1-41-Jm/hr. Additionally, using gas sources it is very simple to cover 
several substrates uniformly unlike with the high directionality associated with a 
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molecular beam. This makes the MOCVD an ideal choice for mass production , 
where it sees a large presence in industry. 
Similar to the MOCVD is Hydride Vapor Phase Epitaxy. This, too, is a gas 
phase reaction , but with different metal sources. Instead of metalorganics, metal 
halides are used and synthesized by exposing Ga, In , and AI metals to HCI gas. 
The entire HVPE process can be reduced to two reactions: 
HCl(g) + Ga(s) ~ GaCl(g) + H2 
GaCl + NH3 ~ GaN 
The increased volatility of the metal halides over the metalorganics means that 
HVPE can have a growth rate even higher than that of MOCVD. Typically, this 
growth rate can range from 1 00-8001-Jm/hr making the HVPE an ideal choice for 
quasi-bulk templates. 
2.2.1 - HVPE Flow Modeling 
Before taking an in-depth look in to the development of the two HVPE 
reactors , it is critical to understand how the gases flow within the reactor. Since 
the HVPE typically operates under atmospheric pressure, the geometry plays a 
large role in the reactor's operation, and the conditions necessary to achieve 
laminar flow. In this regard ; any two HVPEs can be vastly different in their 
operational parameters, and as such , each must be calibrated to their ideal 
conditions independently. 
One option for performing the modeling of the flow can be done 
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numerically, solving the Navier-Stokes equations. This is a robust and frequently 
used model for the flow of a fluid through a pipe or other similarly confined 
region. However, the flow with in the system is inherently chaotic due to 
contributions from effects such as constrictions in the exhaust line and thermal 
currents. As such , this method can only provide an approximation of what the 
final flow in the reactor will be. 
Alternatively, both of the HVPE reactors are designed as quartz walled 
systems. Unlike many other reactor materials, this has the advantage of being 
optically transparent. It therefore becomes possible to view the flow directly and 
obtain a direct quantification of the flow parameters. However, since all of the 
process gasses are transparent on their own , it is necessary to provide some 
form of tracer that can be seen by eye. While it is possible to connect pre-
synthesized "smoke" gasses that can be seen , the chemistry involved in HVPE 
will provide this automatically. If you run the process at room temperature , the 
chemistry described above will not occur due to the lack of formation energy for 
the HCI-metal reaction. Instead , the HCI and NH3 will react fully with each other 
producing NH4CI , ammonium chloride salts . This ammonium chloride is a solid 
and will appear as a white cloud within the reactor. Most importantly, the smoke 
will correlate directly to the flow of the GaCI or AICI growth precursor because 
this method can be run at high substrate temperatures and will account for 
thermal effects on the flow. Furthermore, ammonium chloride is thermally 
unstable at temperatures above 300°C and is very soluble in water. This 
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guarantees simple clean up after flow testing and that there will be no residual 
ammonium chloride contamination of the reactor. 
Figures 2.2a and b illustrate the flow test process as described above, 
with the initial state in 2.2a. Here, the nozzle is clearly visible on the right side 
and the susceptor is on the left. For scale, the two are spanned by a distance of 
approximately 9 inches. As described above, the susceptor stage has been 
heated to 1 ooooc to account for the thermal effects from the stage on the flow. 
Before beginning the test, the system is allowed to sit for a moment to allow the 
flows and temperature to stabilize. Once this has been established , the HCI flow 
is initiated resulting in Figure 2.2b. At this point, the reactant flow is fully visible 
as a tightly confined laminar jet in the center of the tube that strikes the center of 
the susceptor. What is not obvious in this figure is that the flow then disperses 
and flows across the top of the wafer with a parabolic shape. As a proof of 
concept, this flow geometry will be visible in the resulting wafer in the form of 
Newton's rings. In particular, samples grown under these flow conditions will 
show Newton's rings in the shape of concentric ovals that start in the center and 
broaden as they move toward the edge of the wafer. 
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(b) 
Figure 2.2- Experimental flow modeling before (a) and after (b) the 
synthesization of ammonium chloride powders. 
If the resulting flow geometry is unsatisfactory, it is simple to repeat 
the experiment. Once the HCI flow has been shut off, the ammonium 
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chloride will eventually disperse as it is removed through the exhaust. After a 
minute, the reactor should be sufficiently purged to change the flows and begin 
again. This can often be repeated several times before the quartz becomes fully 
coated with ammonium chloride . At this point, it becomes necessary to cool 
down the susceptor and rinse the tubes with water to fully remove the build-up . 
2.2.2 - Hot-Walled HVPE Reactor for the Growth of Ill-Nitrides 
Initial work in the development of Nitride HVPE reactors focused primarily 
in the growth of bulk GaN films. The basis of this work came in the form of an 
inherited vertical hot-wall HV~E reactor. At the simplest level , the reactor is 
nothing more than a series o~ concentric quartz tubes within a tube furnace. It is 
the tube furnace specifically that gives the reactor its "hot-walled" designation. 
This is because the furnace radiates the heat uniformly throughout the reactor, 
heating the substrate , source materials, and reactor walls equally and 
indiscriminately. I . 
Heating the reactor in ~his manner provides several advantages and 
disadvantages. Most importantly of these is that it is simple. A tube furnace is 
nothing more than a large, contained resistive heater, and as such there few 
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parts that are prone to failure. The heating it provides is also very uniform and 
constant, so there is little con 1cern for hotspots across the wafer. Furthermore, a 
hot walled reactor is easy to clean , as all of the resulting test flow compounds are 
easily removed from the system by raising it uniformly to 500°C. This causes the 
ammonium chloride and solid HCI to vaporize and become removed from the 
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reactor through the exhaust line. Taking this process one step further, any 
residual GaN deposits on the f uartz walls can be removed by exposure to HCI at 
> 1000 oc. At these temperatures, the HCI is capable of etching the prismatic and 
pyramidal planes and thereby remove the deposits from the walls. If only the 
basal plane were to grow on quartz, this step would not work. 
Hot walls provide enou@h thermal energy to break NH3 into active nitrogen 
and act as a substrate for polycrystalline GaN to deposit. This coating will 
continuously build up along the sides of the reactor walls during growth. At high 
temperature , this poses little risk as the quartz walls and the GaN coating will be 
relaxed. However, once the rl actor begins to cool, the difference in the 
coefficients of thermal expansion in the two materials will cause stresses to build 
up and can lead to failure of the quartz tube walls. When growing relatively thin 
films, this may take several runs, or in the case of thick films(> 1 00011m) , failure 
may occur after one run. In these cases, sacrificial liner tubes may be used that 
are disposed of after every run. 
A tube furnace also represents a very large thermal mass. This correlates 
directly to long ramp up and cool down times, both of which pose concerns when 
operating the reactor. Figure 2.3 illustrates the typical ramp profile for the 
furnace as it ramps from the ldw temperature buffer at 6200C to the growth 
temperature at 1070 OC. As this shows, the furnace heats reasonably fast initially, 
increasing by the first 200 degrees in 1 0 minutes. However, the remaining 200 
degrees take an additional 25 minutes due to the accelerating thermal losses at 
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these temperatures. 
The long ramp time is extremely detrimental to any low-temperature buffer 
layer grown as part of the process. The GaN grown at low-temperature is 
expected to be three dimensional and polycrystalline in order to facilitate defect 
annihilation in the high temperature film. As such, a certain degree of annealing 
during the ramp is necessary to cause these nuclei to recrystallize and serve as 
I 
a true buffer layer. However, t ecause of the nature of the material grown at such 
a low temperature, too much time at high temperature will actually prove 
detrimental. In this state, the 6aN is thermally unstable at high temperatures and 
will begin to decompose. Thefefore it is possible to completely decompose the 
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Figure 2.3 - Ramp rate of the resistive furnace at 100% output power 
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The reactor itself is computer controlled through a series of custom 
designed LabVIEW interfaces. The overall control system is illustrated in the 
flow chart in Figure 2.4. The t erface computer is equipped with two National 
Instruments Data Acquisition (l AO) cards that control every aspect of the gas 
flow within the reactor. The first of these is the AT-A0-10. This is an ISA board 
that contains 1 0 analog outpJ channels that produce 0-1 OVDC signals. Seven 
of these channels are used to r ntrol the separate mass flow controllers (MFCs). 
This consists of three Sierra ~FCs that control the inert gases: nitrogen to the 
gallium source, nitrogen to th_el center tube, and nitrogen to the outer tube. The 
remaining four are MKS MFC~ that control the toxic/corrosive gases: process 
HCI, chamber cleaning HCI, pr cess NH3, and backflow NH3. Each MFC is 
controlled remotely through the application of a 0-5VDC signal. Under this 
regime, a OV signal correspon1s to a fully closed flow and a 5V signal 
corresponds to a fully open floL . In the case of the fully open flow, the max 
allowed flow is determined by he rating of the individual MFC. For example, 
most of the nitrogen MFCs are rated for a max flow of 2000-5000 standard cubic 
centimeters per minute (seem). 
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Figure 2.4 - Computer communications flow-chart 
Inversely, the MFCs also provide 0-5VDC signals corresponding to the 
current gas flow measured by the transducer in the unit. These signals are 
I 
relayed to the PCI-6023E multi-function DAQ card that reads the ones supplied 
by each MFC through indepe dent analog input channels. These values are 
read by the control software and are scaled according to their respective flow 
limits before they are presentl d to the user. This allows the user to monitor the 
active flows in real time. In addition to analog input channels , the PCI-6023E has 
several digital 110 ports that Jre used to control the individual shut-off valves for 
each gas line. The digital sig
1 
al consists of a OV logical low and a 5V logical 
high signal that latches with respect to the current desired valve state . Each of 
these digital lines is connected to the base of an NPN transistor that drives the 
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respective solenoid valve for he compressed air that opens and closes a shut-off 
valve. As such , any valve ca r be opened and closed without having to manually 
actuate it unless it is set to o~erate in local mode. 
-The last of the interfaces utilized by the LabVIEW Ul are RS-232 serial 
communications between the computer and the Eurotherm 2408 temperature 
controllers. In this w~y , remo~e setpoint and pr~cess mon it~ring is possible as 
well as remote setpomt contml. These controllers then use PID algorithms to 
drive power supplies to each f one of the tube furnace that surrounds the reaction 
chamber with 0-1 OVDC contrt signals. These correspond to 0% output power at 
OV and 100% output power ar 1 OV. The Eurotherm temperature controllers are 
flexible enough that this DC ~utput signal can be scaled through the 
Configuration level to whatevr r voltage or current range is required by its 
associated power supply. . 
By combining all of th, se individual control signals, three key VI 's were 
designed to control the growT process. The first allows for manual control of the 
furnace temperatures, the second for manual control of the gas flows , and the 
third for automated growth a [d shutdown . In this manner, the growth process is 
performed manually until the lhigh temperature growth stage, at which point the 
software takes over fully. This was done primarily due to the variable nature of 
experimental growth . The hi~ h temperature stage is typically always executed 
the exact same way every time . Once the growth conditions are met, they are 
held for the duration of the growth and then the hydrogen chloride is shut off as 
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the reactor ramps down slow'! under the presence of ammonia to minimize 
decomposition and the effect, of thermal stresses. The standard nature of this 
stage makes it ideal for automation , however the growth conditions, ramp up and 
buffer layer are often change ! and modified , ~aking manual control more 
sensible. 
Each of the two reactar gases are fed into the reactor from an external 
gas distribution network kept Isolated from the laboratory work space. This 
distribution system supplies tr hydrogen chloride and ammonia gasses through 
coaxial tubing to ensure that I ny leaks are contained and returned to their 
respective gas cabinets. EaT cabinet is outfitted with leak detectors that will 
then alert the user as to whictl gas is leaking so that the lines may be purged with 
nitrogen and checked . Once he gases reach their respective mass flow 
controllers , they are mixed wi h the locally stored nitrogen gas and distributed to 
the appropriate lines. 
Ultimately, though , it isl the quartz tube geometry plays a critical role in 
how these reactant gases anr the furnace affect the growth process. Figure 3.5a 
is a schematic of the HVPE reactor as it was inherited and a perfect example of 
the form not being properly t~ilored to the function . Here, the reactor has a 
three-tube geometry where t1e outermost tube is the primary reactor tube that 
carries the ammonia and contains the sample stage. The innermost tube 
provides the GaCI by flowing !hydrogen chloride gas through it over a crucible of 
liquid gallium. Finally, the center tube contains nitrogen and was implemented 
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to create a nitrogen shroud over the GaCI to isolate it from the ammonia until it 
reaches the substrate stage. Flow modeling of this geometry illustrates the flaws 
in the design. In order for the central tube to act as a shroud , the nitrogen flow 
would have to have been several times larger than the mass flow controller is 
capable of producing in order to create laminar flow. Instead , ammonia from the 
outermost tube and GaCI from the innermost tube back diffuse up the length of 
I 
the tube , and begin to react. r he flow pattern exiting this network was 
unpredictable and will vary from run to run , leading directly to chaotic results with 
the sample growth. Effectivet. two films could be grown with identical 
conditions , and would have vastly different surface morphologies. In order to 
address these flow issues anb the other issues described above, the reactor was 
modified as illustrated in FigJ e 3.5b. Since the middle tube was a source of 
instability in the reactor, it was removed and replaced with a short tube segment 
that exists only to seal the reJctor. Without this tube, the large diameter of the 
outer tube (5") resulted in ex1essively turbulent flow. A funnel was placed 
· directly before the substrate stage to restrict the tube diameter and increase the 
gas velocity in the growth zo~e . Flow tests with these changes demonstrated 
that the stability problem had I been addressed and that reproducible laminar flow 
patterns were possible. 
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Figure 2.5- HVPE Reactor as-obtained (a) and after optimization (b) 
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Returning to the issue of the large furnace ramp time, the exhaust end of 
the reactor was modified to c~eate a sort of "safe" zone that the substrate could 
be kept in while the reactor c<Dnditions were in flux. This was done by adding a 
large tube to the exhaust side with its own separate gas inlets. This tube is long 
enough to reach to the interfJce between Zones 3 and 4, so that it could be can 
be controlled independently df the growth zone (Zone 3). The gas inlet in this 
zone is designed to take argdn and ammonia from the supply, each chosen to 
accomplish to specific goals. l it is critical that process gases do not enter this 
lower tube in order for it to ai as an effective isolation region . Argon is much 
denser tha~ all the other pro1e~s gases and as s.u.ch should displace . a~y of 
them, keep1ng them from entermg the tube. Add1t1onally, the ammon1a 1s 
intended to behave in the exl ct same way as during the ramp down: as a means 
. I 
of creating a positive nitroge1 partial pressure to discourage film decomposition. 
In the initial design, the substrate stage was a fixed length structure that 
could only rotate about its z-1xis. This resulted in it being trapped within the 
growth zone and prevented the sample from being moved into the backflow 
zone. To remedy this , a steJI magnetically coupled transfer rod was modified for 
use in this reactor. Designed for high vacuum applications , this component was 
I 
not originally suitable for the HVPE environment. The steel transfer rod itself was 
the source of most of the incbmpatibilities. At the high temperatures seen in the 
growth zone , steel is known to expel its carbon into the ambient. Carbon is an 
especially troublesome impurity as it has the tendency to react with the gallium to 
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form galli-um carbide. If enough gallium carbide contamination occurs, it can 
effectively screen the incident adatoms from the lattice beneath it causing a 
significant increase in disloca~ions due to renucleation . The corrosive _ 
environment within the HVPEI reactor is also detrimental to steel parts. While the 
reactor is supposed to be a fj lly-sealed, oxygen-free environment, inevitably 
some oxygen does find its way into the reactor and will cause degradation of the 
steel parts. To address these issues, the steel rod was cut short at the magnetic 
coupler and refitted with a qu~rtz rod . To further protect the centering rings and 
ball bearings that the rod travlels along, a Teflon plug was machined to prevent 
gas from diffusing into the core of the transfer rod. Atop this rod, a quartz sleeve-
1 
mounted substrate stage is placed to hold the sapphire substrate. 
Because of the vertical geometry of this reactor, a mounting system had to 
be implemented to allow for ease of attaching the transfer rod to the reactor and 
to hold the magnetic coupler l t the desired position. The former is accomplished 
through the implementation l f a pulley mounted holder that screws into the 
bottom of the transfer rod and then grips the top with a compression ring. 
Similarly, another set of Teflon lined compression rings clamped onto the rod 
itself to hold the coupler in pli ce while allowing it to slide when desired. This set 
of clamps is also fitted with a mounting bracket for a stepper motor used in -
rotating the stage. This motdr is then connected to the magnetic coupler with a 
drive belt. The drawings for this assembly are included in Appendix A. 
The completed assembly, when coupled with the backflow zone, allows 
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the substrat~ to be held in anf inert atmosphere at a constant temperature while 
the growth zone is in flux. Specifically, after the low temperature buffer layer has 
been deposited , it can be retrl cted into the backflow region , which is kept at the 
buffer layer growth temperatl re and flooded with ammonia. This will prevent 
decomposition of the film during the long ramp time. Once conditions have been 
met and the flow is stabilized , the substrate stage can then be inserted to the 
growth zone allowing for effectively instantaneous ramp rates. 
2.2.3 - Cold-Walled HVPE Reactor for the Growth of Ill-Nitrides 
I , 
Fundamentally similar to the hot-walled HVPE, this reactor was developed 
for the growth of high-temperl ture AIN bulk films. This process presents a 
number of new challenges thr do not exist in the growth of GaN films. The ideal 
growth temperature for two-dimensional growth is at least half the melting point 
of the material [lshik;:~wa eta ~ . , 1994], which for AIN and GaN are approximately 
3000°C and 2500°C respectively. ForGaN, this temperature is reasonable for 
hot-wall growth in a furnace as described in the previous section. However with 1 
AIN , and as the growth temperature approaches 1500°C, reactor design 
becomes increasingly complicated . A hot-wall reactor is no longer a viable 
option for growth because the AICI precursor is known to react parasitically with 
the Si02 in the reactor walls at high temperatures. This leads to the necessity of 
using a cold-walled , inductively heated alternative to a tube furnace. . 
In a cold-walled reactor, the substrate is heated through direct contact to a 
susceptor. This susceptor can be made of any metal that is capable of inducing 
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currents when exposed to a ~agnetic field. These currents then cause the metal 
to heat through resistive heating. An external water-cooled copper coil provides 
the magnetic field by passing a large high-frequency current through it. 
However, returning to the required growth temperature , this setup is limited 
primarily to graphite and the refractory metals as potential susceptors. While 
graphite is easily machinable l ca;bon is known to poison the epitaxy by forming 
carbide regions that screen the substrate lattice and result in higher dislocation 
densities as the film renuclea,tes in these regions. It becomes necessary, then , 
to passivate the graphite with an inert coating such as SiC. This process, 
however, can be very costly and that becomes its limiting factor. 
Instead, a simple moiJbdenum susceptor was designed as shown in 
Figure 2.6. To minimize to9ling, this susceptor was designed to be cut from rod 
stock, and the retaining notch removed by wire electrical discharge machining. 
Four holes were also drilled into the rear of the susceptor at 45° angles to 
accommodate the support rods. These rods also had to be chosen specifically to 
accommodate the high operating temperatures while not being susceptible to the 
applied RF field. This requirement limits the available material options to 
ceramics, and specifically within that temperature range, non-porous alumina. 
I 
These rods were also cut at 30° angles at one end to try to match the curvature 
of the reactor tube while holding it in the center. 
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Figure 2.6- Molybdenum susceptor stage 
By heating the substrarte in this manner, the reactor walls are therefore 
I . 
kept much colder and are not prone to the parasitic reactions. However, this 
does not remove the need fJ a tube furnace altogether. In order to facilitate the 
reaction between the atomic aluminum and hydrogen chloride gas to form 
aluminum chloride, the alumi~um must be heated as well. This can be done with 
an additional RF heater, but that requires another power supply, heating head , 
I 
coil , and pyrometer, all of which are very expensive. Instead , an existing tube 
I 
furnace was used solely for this region of the reactor. With these two heating 
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Examining this figure, the gases enter from a distribution network mounted 
I 
inside a fume hood into the stainless steel source cap on the right side. A 
combination of nitrogen and ~ydrogen chloride gas flows through the center-most 
tube that contains the aluminum metal and is shaped by a constricted nozzle at 
I 
the end. Similarly, ammonia and nitrogen flow though the outer reaction tube , 
flooding it. The two reactant bas f~ows then react at the susceptor, held 8" from 
the furnace to prevent stray field from heating its chassis. All remaining 
byproducts and unused reactbnts are then exhausted out the rear stainless steel 
cap . From this exhaust cap , the flow can then be routed through two separate 
valves: an atmospheric presl ure valve that connects the reactor directly to the 
facilities exhaust line, and a low-vacuum valve that connects the reactor to the 
facilities exhaust through a venturi pump. 
The choice of a venturi pump is specific to the needs and restrictions 
imposed by the reactor itself. Primarily, the process gases themselves are very 
corrosive, much more so than in any other nitride growth technique. The 
hydrogen chloride is the biggest contributor to this as it will corrode most 
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materials in the presence of oxygen or water vapor. As such, any mechanical 
pump has to be rated to pump this gas in order to be used. Even then, corrosion 
is still inevitable, thereby reducing the lifetime of the pump. To make matters 
worse, ammonia can cause cr pper compounds and some elastomer a-rings to 
decompose (most significantly Viton), both of which are often used to seal these 
pumps. Venturi pumps, however, have no moving parts and can be made of a 
wide variety of materials including PTFE and PVC, both of which are inert to the 
process gases. Furthermore, venturi pumps have a very high throughput 
compared to most other pumps, allowing them to maintain vacuum even under 
the high flow rates used during growth. The venturi used , a Vaccon JS-200, has 
a maximum obtainable vacu Jm of -50 torr, however pressures of 200-300 torr 
were typically obtained. 
Attached to the reactor, the molybdenum susceptor was heated using a 
CEIA 6kW PowerCube RF pJwer supply. The power supply itself is controlled by 
a CEIA MasterController 3/TC temperature controller that is capable of running 
programmed thermal cycle recipes. These recipes are programmed into the 
MasterConroller using a Labt iEW controlled RS-232 interface. Steps are written 
individually, with the user specifying the temperature, time, and heating mode 
("Heating" and "Temp Controlled", with the former applying a constant power until 
the desired temperature is achieved and the latter ramping or holding the 
temperature based on the step time). With this programmed , the controller will 
process through the steps sequentially until the desired number of steps are 
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I . 
complete . It is important to realize, however, that the controller puts priority on 
the step time, and will proceed to the next step after the desired amount of time 
regardless of whether or not the setpoint has been achieved. In this regard, care 
has to be taken to set the step times long enough to ensure that the susceptor is 
able to reach its desired temperature. 
Similar to the vertical, cold-wall HVPE, the gas flow for the tool is set for 
remote control. Each of the rl spective gas flows has their own mass flow 
controller and shut-off valve. !The shut-off valves are controlled using digital logic 
that switches a current driver circuit for the appropriate solenoid valve. Analog 
voltages drive the mass flow f ootrollers with OV corresponding to fully closed and 
5V fully open. The mass flow controller sends an analogous voltage back 
I 
corresponding to the current flow rate . These values are scaled by the software · 
back into flows based on the specification of the mass flow controllers. 
Additionally , each channel of [the MFCs can be switched off and on using inverse 
digital logic (OV on, 5V off), 
A Lab VIEW interface combining gas flow and susceptor temperature was 
implemented to control and monitor individual growth processes as shown in 
Figure 2.8. From here, the gas flows can be fully controlled from the main panel 
in real time. The rest of the f~ nctionality becomes available once a growth has 
been started. At this point, th1e graphs at the top log both the substrate 
temperature and the gas flows during the course of the growth . At this point the 
growth is run fully manually from the remote terminal. Ho"'fever, once the high 
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temperature growth step has been completed , the remote cool-down loop of the 
program can be initiated. This function will then automatically ramp down the 
gas flows as the system is cooled over the duration entered into the appropriate 
field. Once the cool-down process is complete , the VI will automatically save the 
data to a comma-separated value log file. The file name will be a combination of 
the date in YYYYMMDD format and the sample name for easy sorting. 
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Figure 2.8- Lab VIEW HVPE control VI 
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The tube furnace that heats the process metal is the only piece of 
equipment not controlled remotely by computer. This is due to the fact that it is 
controlled by obsolete Eurotherm 818 temperature controllers that do not have 
remote interfaces. Ultimately, this does not affect the ease of use of this tool as 
the controllers can be set to their operating temperatures at the start of the 
growth and left there for its duration. 
2.1.4 - Molecular Beam Epitaxy 
While the HVPE method lends itself perfectly to the formation of thick bulk 
films, it tends to suffer when precision is desired. This is the case when forming 
quantum structures for optoelectronic device applications. In order to mitigate 
detrimental effects from the intrinsic polarization fields and the QCSE, most 
quantum well structures in the nitrides are often 2-5nm thick. For most HVPE 
growth conditions this corresponds to a fraction of a second of growth. Even 
slowing the growth rate down , the time will still be on the order of gas flow delay 
time, which will not allow for repeatable layers. This applies similarly to other 
quantum heterostructures, such as quantum dots. 
Given these concerns, MBE lends itself to be a viable alternative for 
device growth due to its precision growth rates. For these applications, then , a 
Varian GENII MBE was used. The GENII is a compact, fully bakeable , three-
chambered system as illustrated in Figure 2.9. The multiple chamber design 
exists to maximize the isolation of the primary growth chamber from outside 
contaminants . Each of these chambers is a steel ultra-high vacuum chamber 
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connected by a trolley and transfer arm system. A sample , when loaded, will 
have to travel through all three of these chambers while being increasingly 
degassed in each. 
Growth Ghamber 
Figure 2.9- GENII Molecular Beam Epitaxy reactor 
Before a substrate is loaded into the MBE, it must be thoroughly cleaned 
and dried to minimize the contaminants brought into the system and that may 
negatively affect the growth. Independent of the substrate this includes a 
standard ultrasonic degreasing process consisting of trichloroethylene , acetone, 
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isopropyl alcohol, and deionized (01) water. The trichloroethylene acts as the 
primary degreaser, removing the bulk of any residual organics that may reside on 
the surface of the wafer. This is followed by acetone, which removes any further 
organics and residual trichloroethylene. Isopropyl alcohol then removes any 
residual acetone, and the deionized water removes the residual isopropyl 
alcohol. In order to ensure the purity of the Dl water, it should have a resistance 
of at least 18Mn·cm; anything lower than that value indicates that there are 
contaminants within the water. (It should be noted that Dl water should only be 
used for wafer cleaning. At this level of purity, water becomes a very strong 
solvent and is capable of attacking glass and some metals, including stainless 
steel. For recirculation and other general purpose uses, distilled water should be 
used instead.) For gross organic contamination, cleaning the wafer in a mixture 
of 3:1 sulfuric acid to hydrogen peroxide will remove it. Great care should be 
used when working with this solution as the reaction of the two acids is very 
exothermic and the result is prone to violent reactions when exposed to organics. 
The other most common contaminant with nitride films is oxygen . These 
materials are incredibly prone to oxidizing in air, resulting in the top one to two 
monolayers becoming converted into the respective oxide. Both gallium and 
indium oxides are volatile and can easily be removed with hydrochloric or 
hydrofluoric acid. Even this is not critical as these monolayers are more volatile 
than the nitride films they form upon. As such, they can easily be either thermally 
desorbed at the growth temperatures or through gallium cleaning, described 
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later. This is not true , however, with aluminum where .its oxide is actually more 
stable than its nitride, which makes it necessary to remove any surface oxides 
prior to loading. In fact, aluminum oxide, or sapphire , is inert toward most 
chemicals that attack other oxides. As such , AIN films were etched in warm 
phosphoric acid prior to loading. 
The cleaned wafers were mounted onto 3" Veeco UNI-Biocks using the 
appropriate sized mounting plate system. These mounting plates allow for either 
full 2" wafers , quarter 2" wafers, or square centimeters to be used by 
sandwiching them between an outer plate and a spring plate . The outer plate, 
which can be made of molybdenum or pyrolytic boron nitride, has an opening 
slightly smaller than that of the respective wafer that holds it in place while 
exposing most of it to the incident molecular beams. The spring plate , however, 
has an opening larger than the wafer and several fingers that extend onto the 
wafer to keep it in place. The UNI-Biocks are then loaded onto the trolley shown 
in Figure 3.9 and inserted into the Entry chamber. 
The Entry chamber is the only portion of the MBE that is ever regularly 
exposed to atmosphere, and serves as the first degas stage for the wafer. This 
chamber is equipped with its own turbomolecular pump to quickly bring the 
vacuum pressure down from atmosphere to 1 o-7 torr. The chamber is roughed 
through a valve from the roughing manifold that is connected to each chamber 
individually. This manifold contains a 521 thermocouple gauge for measuring the 
vacuum pressure pulled by the venturi , sorption and scroll pumps connected to it. 
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The scroll pump serves as the primary roughing pump, with the sorption pump 
existing to back it up in case of failure. Once vacuum has been achieved, a 
series of infrared lamps heats the Entry chamber to 140°C to remove any water 
from the wafer and the system. Once the pressure has returned to 1 o-7 torr at 
this temperature, the heaters are shut off and the trolley is moved through the 
gate-valve into the Buffer chamber after it is given several minutes to cool. 
The Buffer chamber is constantly maintained at high-vacuum by an ion 
pump and serves as a second stage of isolation between the growth chamber 
and atmosphere. Here the wafer is removed from the trolley and mounted onto a 
substrate heater that is brought to 500°C. At these temperatures, any volatile 
oxides or carbides as well as organics begin to desorb from the substrate. 
Similarly, this is maintained until the base pressure returns to the 1 o-8 torr range 
before the temperature is reduced back to room. At this point it becomes safe to 
return the substrate to the trolley and move it to the transfer arm that places it 
onto the continuous azimuthal rotation (CAR) substrate manipulator in the 
Growth chamber. 
Compared to the previous two chambers, the Growth chamber is 
significantly more complex. This chamber is designed to operate at ultra-high 
vacuum with base pressures on the order of 10-10 torr. In order to achieve this, 
the Growth chamber has several ultra-high vacuum pumps attached to it: a 
turbomolecular pump, a cryopump, and a titanium sublimation pump. In order to 
achieve vacuum of this magnitude, multiple pumps are a necessity. Each 
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vacuum pump pumps different particles at different efficiencies. For example, a 
turbomechanical pump works at a wide range of pressures through momentum 
transfer by dragging the particle into it. As such, it is very efficient with heavy 
particles and inefficient with light ones, making it a poor choice for pumping 
hydrogen and helium. An ion pump ,' however, passes the incident particle 
through an ionizing field and then traps it electrostatically to a charged plate , 
making it relatively indifferent to what it pumps so long as it is already at high 
vacuum. Furthermore, at these vacuum levels, the particles are no longer 
governed by fluid mechanics and are instead purely kinetic due to the large mean 
free path at this pressure (>1 km). This means that any particle will only be 
pumped if it is able to reach a pump through random scattering from the chamber 
walls. Consequently, the conductance of the pump depends heavily on its 
surface area, which implies adding additional pumps will also increase pumping 
speed . 
The substrate manipulator sits in the center of the chamber surrounded by 
one of the two liquid nitrogen cryopanels in the growth chamber. This cryopanel 
serves as a weaker cryopump (?rK versus the 4-15°K obtained with a helium 
compressor) that helps trap any residual impurities near the manipulator while 
simultaneously thermally isolating the reactor walls from the substrate heater. 
The manipulator is capable of two axes of rotation: tangential to and in-plane of 
the substrate. The tangential rotation rotates the manipulator itself allowing it to 
face either the transfer rod for loading and unloading, or the cells for growth. The 
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in-plane rotation , however, serves to ensure growth uniformity and to 
characterize the film in all azimuths with the RHEED. Lastly, the manipulator is 
also equipped with a resistance heater capable of heating the substrate to 
-temperatures as high as 1 000°C. More often than not, however, heating losses 
prevent this temperature from being achieved while still maintaining safe 
operating currents under approximately 4A. 
The far side of the growth chamber contains all the effusion cells for the 
respective source materials. An effusion cell is little more than a crucible with a 
thermocouple surrounded by a resistive heater. By increasing the temperature of 
the crucible , the source material can be caused to evaporate (in the case of 
gallium, indium, or aluminum) or sublimate (magnesium, silicon) . Since the 
mean free path in the vacuum is so large, these materials travel as molecular 
beams, without scattering, from the crucibles to the surface of the substrate. 
This is what gives the growth technique its name. The resulting partial pressure 
from each cell can be measured with the ion gauge on the back of the substrate 
manipulator is referred to as its flux. These fluxes are temperature dependent, 
which allows for tuning of the concentration of group Ill elements on the substrate 
surface. An example of this is shown in Figures 2.1 Oa and b. Figure 2.1 Oa 
contains the flux data for the gallium cell over four separate days as a function of 
temperature . This relationship is not linearly dependent. In fact, by taking the 
logarithm of the flux and plotting it v~rsus 1 OOO!T as shown in Figure 2.1 Ob , it is 
possible to extrapolate the flux for all temperatures with a straight line. 
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Furthermore, in this plot it is possible to easily see the gallium deplete over 
several weeks of operation as the curves trend downward. Once a line has been 
fitted , it is possible to work backwards from the fit parameters to get the 
temperature dependence: 
Log(F) = m 1000 + b 
T 
lOOO·m b 
F = 10-T-+ 
As these curves are constantly changing during operation , it is critical that new 
fluxes are taken for each cell regularly to ensure that results are repeatable from 
run to run. 
The nitrogen source, however, does not operate in the same manner as the 
effusion cells for the metals. This is primarily because nitrogen is already a gas, 
rendering an effusion cell useless. Though , nitrogen comes in the form of 
molecules that are stable , and not prone to decomposition at growth 
temperatures : pure nitrogen gas (N2) and ammonia (NH3) . As such it is 
necessary to decompose these molecules prior to sending them to the growth 
front. For ammonia, this is relatively simple with the use of a cracker. An 
ammonia cracker functions by flowing ammonia over a hot nickel mesh. This 
mesh is typically held at approximately 1300°C, a temperature great enough that 
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Figure 2.10- Flux vs Temperature relationship on linear and logarithmic scales 
active nitrogen . In the case of nitrogen gas, even this is not sufficient due to the 
strength of the nitrogen-nitrogen bond. Instead an RF plasma is used to break 
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these bonds, forming a mixture of atomic nitrogen, metastable nitrogen, ionized 
nitrogen, and molecular nitrogen . An aperture is placed on the exit of the 
plasma source that serves to keep a large enough pressure to maintain the 
pressure while screening ions and distributing the active nitrogen flow. The 
active nitrogen flow, as such , cannot be measured in the same way as the metal 
fluxes as it also contains the inactive species. Instead it must be measured 
indirectly by determining the stoichiometric metal flux during growth for a given 
nitrogen flow and RF power. The bulk of this work was done using an Applied 
EPI UNI-Bulb RF plasma supply, however, a few of the later growths were done 
using an Oxford CARS-25 plasma supply. 
In order to perform in situ analysis of the film as it grows, a Reflection 
High-Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) measurement can be taken in real 
time. RHEED works by treating the film 's lattice as a diffraction grating for an 
incident electron beam. The electron beam strikes the film at a grazing angle 
causing it to diffract from the planes perpendicular to the film surface. If the film 
is smooth the diffraction will appear as parallel lines due to two-dimensional 
scattering. Conversely, if the film is rough , the diffraction will appear as an array 
of spots, as the beam now not only diffracts from the planes perpendicular to the 
surface, but also those in-plane. Within these two diffraction modes, the shape 
of the lines or spots dictates the crystal quality. For a high quality film , the lines 
should be extremely narrow or the spots very tight. However, defects and 
dislocations will disturb the lattice causing the lines and spots to broaden as 
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variation is introduced. 
In the nitrides, when growing on top of the C-plane, there are two 
diffraction azimuths that give a visible image, each with 60° periodicity due to the 
hexagonal lattice symmetry, and spaced 30° apart. Figure 2.11 shows these 
diffraction angles and their corresponding planes, the (1010) M-plane, and the 
(1120) A-plane. Since the image produced by diffraction is of reciprocal space it 
is possible to differentiate the two planes based on their spacing. From this 
figure it is clear that the spacing between the A-planes is greater than that of the 
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Figure 2.11- RHEED images for C-plane films corresponding to A-plane (a) and 
M-plane (b) diffraction 
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M-planes by a factor of ~· In reciprocal space this larger spacing would 
correspond to a smaller spacing and as such it is clear that the RHEED image in 
2.11a corresponds to the A-azimuth , while that in 2.11b is theM-azimuth. 
All of these components that make up the growth chamber are controlled 
and monitored by two racks' worth of equipment. This includes: temperature 
controllers and power supplies for each of the cells , a temperature controller and 
power supply for the substrate manipulator heater, the rotational control for the 
substrate manipulator, the RHEED controller and its power supply, the RF 
plasma power supply, temperature controller, and optical monitor, the nitrogen 
gas mass flow controller and switches, shutter controller, a residual gas analyzer, 
ionization gauge monitors, gate valve switches, and a recirculating water 
temperature and flow monitor. The majority of this equipment is connected to a 
control computer though a distribution box that collects all the individual signals 
and routs them into a single NI-DAQ card . These signals form a basis for the 
Lab VIEW control and automation of this tool. 
Unlike the HVPEs which have .a single monolithic program that controls 
the bulk of the tool 's operation , the MBE VIs are broken into a series of control 
suites that each perform a single function. As such , the user is able to select 
only the components they wish to control remotely, while leaving the rest idle. 
These individual controls and their control mechanism are listed as follows: 
• Shutters Final. vi- Writes to a full digital port, with each bit corresponding 
to the on/off logic for a single shutter. 
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• Set Cell. vi - Sets the current setpoint and ramp rate for the CAR or any 
cell. 
• Set Cell With Log.vi- Sets a cell to a given setpoint and then logs the 
setpoint and process values over time until the desired temp is reached. 
• Read Eurotherm Full. vi- Reads the setpoint and process value for any 
given cell. 
• GranvillePhilips303_Read.vi- Reads the chamber pressure from the 
growth chamber and the Beam Flux Monitor. 
• Set MKS.vi - Sets the flow rate of N2 to the plasma source. 
• GEN2_Loop.vi- Allows for the programming of automated MBE cell and 
shutter cycles . Ideal for complex MQW structures. 
The last of these , GEN2_Loop.vi , provides the closest thing to full automation of 
the MBE. The VI consists of a parameter table , four graphs that plot the CAR 
temperature and that of any three user-selectable cells , loop parameters, and 
comms configuration settings. Each row of the table refers to a single growth 
step, with each temperature either ramping or holding based on how the desired 
setpoint compares to the current setpoint. Simultaneously, the shutters can be 
set to any state during each step, allowing for growth when desired . The VI will 
cycle through each step sequentially until it reaches the step marked as the final 
state. At this point it will repeat the loop as many times as the user has defined , 
before ending with the final state . This makes the program ideal for growing 
periodic MQW structures where repeatability over multiple periods is necessary. 
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Alternatively, a full growth can be programmed by entering the entire process 
sequentially and setting it to run one loop. With the complexity that can arise in 
some of these recipes, they can then be easily saved and reloaded later. 
2.3 - Device Fabrication and Processing 
Any bulk film or device structure grown often may require additional 
preparation before it can be analyzed or used as a fully functional device. This 
can range from anything as simple as dicing it to a smaller size, to forming 
mesas on a wafer and metalizing a full LED. 
2.3.1 - Photolithography 
The most comprehensive and critical processing step is photolithography. 
Effectively, photolithography is nothing more than patterning a surface with a 
photo-sensitive material known as photoresist. Photoresists are complex 
polymers that come in a wide array of viscosities that act as a masking layer for 
any other processing step that comes subsequently. What separates them from 
other polymers, however is that they are sensitive to UV light. This sensitivity 
divides photoresists into two separate groups, positive tone and ·negative tone. 
Positive tone photoresists become soluble in their respective developer once 
they are exposed to UV light, while negative tone photoresists become insoluable 
once they are exposed. Through this property, they become the ideal choice for 
replicating a master pattern on any number of devices quickly and easily. 
The pattern is applied through the use of a photolithographic mask. This 
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mask consists of two layers, a transparent medium covered with an opaque 
masking material. Since the photoresists are sensitive to UV light, typically at 
365nm, the mask materials have to be chosen to be applicable for this 
wavelength. As this wavelength is not too deep into the UV, standard soda lime 
glass is used for the mask substrate as it is cheap , easy to work with , and 
transparent in both the visible and the desired region of the UV spectrum. For 
the masking layer, two materials are typically used depending on the application . 
· Chrome is most commonly used for the masking layer due to it being opaque to 
the UV and very robust to the physical rigors of the process. It is , however, 
visibly opaque, which limits its use when multiple layers have to be aligned on 
top of one another unless there are large windows in the pattern . Alternatively, in 
these cases, iron oxide is favored due to it being UV opaque and semi-
transparent in the visible. This comes at the cost of it being easier to damage. In 
fact, heavy mechanical cleaning is capable of eroding the mask material. 
Ultimately, regardless of the mask material used, the mask must be placed in 
physical contact with the photoresist in order to as any gap will cause artificial 
broadening in the pattern as the light diffracts from the edge of the masking 
material. 
The basic photolithographic process is illustrated in Figure 2.12a-l. This 
example shows the two most common ways that photoresist can be utilized 
through the deposition of a metal layer: as an etch-mask (Figure 2.12a-h) or as a 
deposition mask (Figure 2.12g-l). Photoresist makes an effective etch mask as it 
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provides a sacrificial layer that will protect only the area under it from being 
etched by either wet (acid/base) or dry (plasma) etching processes. Ultimately, 
this is not just limited to metal layers, but can also include etching of the 
substrate itself, deposition of dielectrics, or any other similar application . 
In the case of its use as an etch mask, the substrate is initially covered with a 
metal layer (2.12a) before photoresist is spun over it to ensure a uniform coating 
of the desired thickness (2 .12b). To create the pattern , a reference mask is 
placed in physical contact with the photoresist, and it is exposed to UV light 
(2.12c). The photoresist is then immersed in its respective developer, resolving 
the mask's pattern (2.12d). At this point, only the metal that needs to be kept is 
protected by the photoresist, allowing the remainder to be etched away (3.12e). 
Finally the remaining photoresist is stripped with either acetone or a dedicated 
photoresist stripper such as AZ 300T, leaving the final desired pattern in metal 
(2.12f) . 
The process for using photoresist as a deposition mask is fundamentally 
very similar to that as an etch mask. In this case , the exact same process for 
spinning and developing the photoresist used, except on a bare substrate (2.12g-
j). Once the patterned photoresist has been resolved, a metal layer is deposited 
across the substrate and photoresist (2.12k) either by evaporation or sputtering . 
At this point, through a process referred to as lift-off, the pattern is resolved in the 
metal by placing it acetone and gently agitating it. The acetone dissolves the 
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Figure 2.12- Diagram of the basic photolithographic process for etch (a-f) and 
deposition masks (g-1) 
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photoresist, causing the metal on top of it to float away in the process (2.121) . 
The bulk of the lithography done in this work was with two specific 
photoresists, AZ5214E and S1813. The first of these is an image reversal 
photoresist and the latter a standard positive tone photoresist. Both have similar 
optimal thicknesses of 1.3-1.41-Jm. Other thicknesses are viable with both of 
these photoresists, and their respective data sheets include the parameters for 
achieving them. Additionally, while both function normally as positive tone 
photoresists, the AZ5214E can be converted into a negative tone photoresist with 
an additional step. The process for using the AZ5214E in both regimes is listed 
as follows: 
AZ5214E- Positive Tone 
1 . Spin the photoresist for 45s at 4000rpm. 
2. Bake the photoresist at 95°C for 1 min 
3. Expose the photoresist for 15s at 1 OmW optical power 
4. Develop in AZ400K 
AZ5214E- Image Reversal 
1 . Spin the photoresist for 45s at 4000rpm 
2. Bake the photoresist at 95°C for 1 min · 
3. Partially expose the photoresist for 8s at 1 OmW optical power 
4. Reversal bake the photoresist at 115°C for 1 min 
5. Flood expose the resist for 15s at 1 OmW optical power 
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6. Develop in AZ400K 
Beyond the flexibility available with the option to switch between positive and 
negative tones, the photoresist never really does either well. Reproducibility and 
yield ends up becoming a significant concern with structures less than 1 01-Jm in 
size due to its sensitivity to each step, making it a difficult choice for anything 
other than large features. The Shipley S1813, however, is only a positive tone 
photoresist and as such is much more robust. Slight variations in step times, 
temperatures and durations which would ruin a lithography with the 5214E, have 
little to no effect on the S1813. The basic recipe used is as follows: 
Shipley S1813 
1. Spin the photoresist at 4000rpm for 30s 
2. Bake the photoresist at 95°C for 1 min 
3. Expose the resist for 30s at 1 OmW optical power 
4. Develop in MF319 for 1 min 
Using this recipe, features as small as 21-Jm have been resolved clearly and 
reproducibly. 
2.3.2- Mask Writing 
In the past, the photolithographic masks had to be sent out for 
manufacture . However, recently a Heidelberg DWL66 mask writer was obtained 
to allow for masks to be produced in-house. This mask writer is capable of 
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writing single masks using a solid state laser to write into photoresist on a blank 
mask plate. It comes with two separate write heads available, a 1 Omm focal 
length head with a 500nm spot size , and a 2mm focal length head with a 200nm 
spot size. Effectively this allows for 21Jm minimum feature sizes with the 1 Omm 
head and 500nm features with the 2mm write head. 
The DWL66 takes either a AutoCAD DXF file or a GDSII file , an industrial 
standard for photolithographic masks. A conversion program reads these files 
and converts them into a series of files that corresponds to the beam's on-off 
state along a respective stripe in the pattern. By default, the software treats any 
closed polygon as~ "fill" region that will be exposed to the laser beam. Th is 
region is ultimately developed away, exposing the masking medium to its 
etchant. Logical modifiers can be applied to this metric, allowing the fill regions 
to be inverted or performing an XOR operation on overlapping polygons. 
Ultimately the file , once converted , can be used as the entire mask or as a cell in 
an array of patterns. 
The actual control software for the DWL66 allows the user to customize 
the exposure area as a single array or an array field. If an array is used , each 
cell must be of identical size , so care has to be taken when designing the mask 
that each pattern in the array has the same periodicity. Each field then can be 
configured indepen_dently with its own calibration parameters, making it possible 
to perform calibration tests or just to have only a fraction of the grid utilized . 
These parameters include the defocus, which corrects for the photoresist 
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thickness , and the optical power, which is settable in 10% increments. 
The mask blanks come coated with the desired mask medium as well as a 
pre-spun layer of S1618 photoresist. As such, it only need be loaded into the 
mask writer as is , with no preparation required. After the mask has been written , 
it is developed in MF319 developer for 1 minute and checked for accuracy. Once 
the pattern is confirmed, the developed mask is dipped in its respective etchant, 
opening UV transparent windows. The photoresist is then stripped with acetone, 
leaving a fully functional mask that can then be used repeatedly in a standard 
photolithographic process. 
2.3.3 - Electron Beam Evaporation 
Several methods exist for depositing metals and dielectrics on a substrate . 
The most commonly available in this work is electron beam evaporation . Three 
tools are available that perform this technique , a manual , multi-wafer Perkin 
Elmer unit, a manual, single-wafer Sharon unit, and a fully automatic CHA unit. 
While the control schemes for each of these tools may vary, the fundamental 
method of operatio(l for each of them is identical. All three use a directed 
electron beam that strikes a crucible filled with the deposition metal. Through 
resistive heating , the metals are made to evaporate into the vacuum chamber. 
Similar to the operation of the effusion cells , the vacuum within the e-beam 
chamber is typically on the order of 1 o-6 torr which causes the evaporated metals 
to travel toward the substrate suspended from the top of the chamber without 
scattering. Deposition rates are measured using a quartz crystal oscillator that is 
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sensitive to the vibration of incident atoms. The fluctuations caused by 
evaporation are read by a deposition rate controller calibrated to the particular 
metal, and quantified as a rate of A/s . 
A typical recipe will involve pumping the e-beam chamber down to low 1 o-6 
torr before turning on the electron gun. The electron gun current is initially set to 
20mA to begin degassing the metals. At this point, it is possible to adjust the 
beam's x- and y-position as well as their respective orbit amplitudes. Once the 
vacuum has stabilized, the current is raised at 1 0-15mA intervals allowing the 
vacuum to stabilize before each incremental increase. While doing this, the 
vacuum has to be monitored so that it does not exceed the trip limits on the 
primary pump's gate valve. As soon as the desired current has been achieved , 
the shutter over the source crucible can be opened , beginning deposition. After 
the desired thickness has been achieved , the current can be ramped down and 
the crucible cycled to the next metal where the process is repeated. The electron 
gun must then be allowed to cool for 10-15 minutes after the final metal layer has 
been deposited and before venting to prevent any oxidation that would ruin its 
operational lifetime. 
2.3.4- Plasma Etching 
There are several different etching methods depending both on the 
process gases used as well as the way the plasma is applied. Of these, three 
are available for use: an oxygen plasma asher, a reactive ion etcher, and an 
inductively coupled plasma. The oxygen plasma asher and the reactive ion etch 
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both use a plasma to activate the reactant gases that etch anisotropically through 
chemical processes. The oxygen specifically targets organics making it ic;leal for 
inclusion in degreasing steps when the standard solvent cleaning is not sufficient. 
In RIE, this includes many other process gases such as sulfur hexafluoride for 
silicon or in the case of the nitrides, chlorine. 
Inductively coupled plasma, however, adds an extra bias to the stage that 
accelerates the ionized gas into the sample being etched. Th is allows for a 
physical component to be added to the etch process, increasing the etch rate. 
Compared to traditional RIE which will etch GaN at a rate of approximately 
50nm/min , ICP can etch at a rate closer to 200nm/min . Furthermore, the ability 
to add a physical component to the etch makes it possible to etch isotropically if 
desired. This is useful in cases such as etch-back planarization where it is 
necessary to replicate the surface morphology of photoresist in the underlying 
film. 
This is carried out in a custom built ICP reactor designed by Dr. Raj Singh . 
It consists of a primary vacuum chamber pumped by a chemical resistant 
turbomechanical pump. A load-lock chamber allows samples to be loaded and 
unloaded without exposing the user to the chlorine contaminated main chamber. 
The samples are loaded on a conductive chuck that is transferred and attached 
to the coupling stage that applies the bias that draws the plasma onto the 
sample. A typical run will consist of flowing 2sccm of Cl into the reactor and 
striking a 300-400W plasma. A 600V bias is applied to the stage to perform the 
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etch and is run for the desired etch time. 
2.3.5- Dicing 
Often it is necessary to reduce a wafer into smaller pieces so that multiple 
growths can be compared across an identical template , or in order to singulate 
individual dies for characterization . Traditionally this was done using a manual 
diamond scribe to score the back of the sapphire wafer. A piece of glass would 
then be used to reinforce one side of the score while pressure is applied to the 
other side , hopefully causing it to cleave along this line. If done properly, this 
method produces the best interfaces; however it is often unreliable as the wafer 
has the tendency to crack in random directions if the scribe is not perfectly done. 
As a means of improving the yield , and for pieces that are too small to 
scribe manually, an automatic dicing saw is available . This saw, the Disco 
DAD3220, is a fully programmable high-speed saw capable of cutting wafers as 
large as 6" with a table step resolution of approximately 1 Onm. The saw uses 
resin blades containing diamond particles. These come as either hub or flange 
mounted varieties with varying diamond grit and width to accommodate any 
need. 
The basic operation process for this tool begins with the installation of the 
blade. As these are very thin , care has to be taken when handling them to 
ensure that they are not damaged. With the blade installed , a "Contact" process 
is initiated that brings the spinning blade into contact with the table edge. This 
point where the blade is found to be touching is then defined as the Z-axis zero 
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that all other Z-values are referenced against. At this point the tape-mounted 
sample is placed onto the chuck and held in place with a magnetic ring . Vacuum 
is pulled through the table to ensure that the wafer does not slip and that it is as 
flat as possible against the surface of the table. 
. The operation of the dicing saw is programmed through an interface 
similar to Excel , with a table of fields that correspond to all the necessary 
parameters for operation . This includes the operational area , blade rotational 
speed , cut direction, and a field that allows for a systematic and sequential 
programming of each individual cut. This field has the blade height, referenced 
to the previously obtained 0, the feed speed, and a Y-index value which refers to 
the travel distance between parallel cuts. The software allows for 30 steps in this 
sequence to be entered. Once the saw proceeds through a single period of 
steps, it will repeat the entire process continuously until the entire wafer has been 
cut, or the desired number of cuts has been achieved . 
Prior to actually beginning the cuts, the wafer must be aligned with respect 
to the cut axis. This is done through a rotational alignment followed by 
identification of the cut street. The rotational alignment is defined by specifying 
two points on the wafer that lie parallel to the desired cut axis. Once the two 
points have been chosen , the tool will automatically rotate the substrate stage so 
that these points are parallel to the feed axis. The street defined will act as a 
basis for all subsequent cuts as it will act as the starting point for the cuts or a 
single reference cut for the wafer if the number of cuts is non-zero or zero 
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respectively. However, since the blade may not lie within the same point in Y 
each time it is loaded , the first time it is loaded, the position will have to be 
corrected and brought into compliance with the hairline after the first cut 
While this covers the basic operational concerns with the dicing saw as a 
tool , the parameters used play a very significant role in the quality of the cut 
obtained . Figure 2.13 shows several different cuts into the epitaxial surface with 
a B-004-325-H Dicing Blade Technology hubless blad~ and how they differ from 
an ideal cut in Figure 2.13a. This ideal cut was done with the blade spinning at 
21 krpm, with a feed speed of 5mm/s, cut depth of 50j.Jm per pass, and shower 
and blade water flows of 1.5Lim each ~ Within these conditions, increasing the 
blade speed to 30krpm had little effect on the cut quality. As 21 krpm is what was 
recommended by both Disco and Dicing Blade Technology for sapphire , this 
value was kept. The same applies for the feed speed which had similar results 
as long as the feed speed was kept along the same order. Higher feed speeds 
often resulted in the wafer cracking. Figure 2.13b illustrates the effects of 
increasing the depth of the cut per pass from 50j.Jm to 100 j.Jm. Here the effects 
are marginal with only slightly higher chipping being observed. More surprisingly 
is .the effect the water flow has on the cut as shown in Figure 2.13c. This cut was 
performed by decreasing both the shower and blade water from 1.5Lim to 1 Lim, 
illustrating that keeping the blade clean is critical to obtaining cuts with little 
chipping . Finally, the cut in Figure 2.13d was done in a single pass into the tape 
at a feed speed of 1 mm/s. This cut was indicative of all single-pass cuts , and 
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suffered from excessive chipping . While the single-pass cut method may work 
well in silicon , in sapphire it is only really useful for cutting wafers into large 
segments, as the yield for dies would certainly suffer from the size of the chips 
formed this way. 
(a) (b) 
(d) 
Figure 2.13- Variation in cut edge quality caused by different cutting parameters 
2.4- Materials Characterization 




Luminescence measurements provide insight into the energy band 
diagram of analyzed samples. The basis behind the measurement is that 
electron-hole pairs do not like to remain separated without recombining unless 
they are physically removed from one another by an applied electric field. Given 
enough time, and barring this external electric field , these electron-hole pairs will 
recombine across the material's bandgap, emitting a characteristic photon 
dependent on the energy lost by the electron in the process. 
There are several variants of this process depending on how the electron-
hole pairs are injected into the material. One such process is 
electroluminescence, which draws the electron-hole pairs from a voltage source 
such as a battery. However, in order to actually inject the carriers the device 
must already have a p-n junction , which limits this method to pre-processed 
devices. In bulk materials , there are other external sources of electron hole 
pairs . Photoluminescence uses incident photons to excite electrons out of the 
valence band to create the electron-hole pairs. Cathodoluminescence, on the 
other hand , uses a high energy electron beam that bombards the material 
creating many electron-hole pairs with each incident electron . Figure 2.14 below 
illustrates this mechanism in photon-excited luminescence. 
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Figure 2.14- Schematic illustrating the absorption andre-emission of a photon 
during luminescence measurements. 
As shown, the incident photon is absorbed by the material in Figure 2.14a, 
exciting an electron into the conduction band with energy equal to that of the 
photon. At this point the electron relaxes to the bottom of the conduction band 
through the emission of a phonon in Figure 2.14b. Once at this point, the 
electron is free to recombine with the generated hole, emitting a photon with 
energy equaling that of the bandgap in Figure 2.14c. 
This illustration represents the simplest situation that could present itself. 
In reality, the bandgap energy is not this distinct due to defects, stresses and 
other forces within the lattice. This results in a spectrum that is not a delta 
function, but instead a Gaussian function . Furthermore, the resulting 
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luminescence spectra will often have an asymmetric geometry with a broad 
shoulder on its low energy side. This typically will come from the existence of 
defect states near the edge of the conduction band . These states usually are the 
results of donor impurities such as Si or 0 that are prevalent throughout the 
reactor, due to the walls being made of SiO. In addition to this shoulder 
broadening, it is also possible to get broad yellow luminescence caused by deep 
level defects. In HVPE GaN, these deep level effects are usually characterized 
as the result of Ga vacancies . 
Cathodoluminescence measurements were taken using a JEOL scanning 
electron microscope with an attached Gatan MonoCL accessory. This 
attachment provides some unique opportunities for taking microscopy based 
measurements of the luminescence. By combining the measurement into an 
SEM, the electron beam that does the imaging is also the electron-hole pair 
source, allowing for the measurement of luminescence from specific features , 
instead of the broad region covered by a laser beam. 
In addition to being able to perform simple luminescence measurements, 
· the tool can also image the surface of the sample as a function of emission 
wavelength. This way, the resulting image is not a surface map based on 
electron scattering, but is instead a luminescence map based on emission 
intensity at any single or panchromatic wavelength. To demonstrate this, an A-
plane sample, R8, was imaged both in the traditional SSE mode and in CL image 
mode to illustrate how emission intensity was related to surface structure. A 
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region on this sample was chosen such that the scanned area had clean, distinct 
features that could be easily identified during the measurement of the CL image. 
Figure 2.15a shows these features taken in BSE mode. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.15- Both the secondary electron (a) and CL (b) image correlating the 
geometry to the emission regions. 
With the region chosen, the sample was scanned ag~in using CL imaging set to 
360nm. This resulted in the image shown in Figure 2.15b. Looking at this CL 
image and comparing it to the surface image, it is possible to see the correlation 
between the features and emission regions. Each dark stripe corresponds to the 
intersection between the triangular features in the valleys, whereas there the 
bright regions are consistent across the width of each feature, with no discerning 
features correlated to the apex. This result is not surprising, as the regions 
where two triangular stripes coalesce represent grain boundaries and are 
expected to be highly defective. These defects in the boundaries act as large 
recombination centers and result in the electron-hole pairs recombining non-
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radiatively. 
In addition to cathodoluminescence, it is possible to analyze the film 
parameters at liquid helium temperatures by photoluminescence using a cryostat. 
For these experiments a 325nm HeCd laser is used to generate the electron-hole 
pairs in the sample. The emitted light is collected by a collimating lens and 
refocused back into the opening of the monochromator. The wavelength filtered 
light is collected by a photomultiplier tube, which then converts the intensity into 
an electrical signal that can be collected by a computer. The basic layout of this 




Figure 2.16- Schematic of the photoluminescence experimental setup. 
Through the use of a helium compressor and cryostat, it was possible to 
lower the temperature of the sample to 11 oK. As the GaN film is cooled down , 
both the peak intensity increases, as well as blue-shifts. The intensity increase is 
caused by the reduction of lattice vibrations, and consequent reduction of 
scattering events with the lattice. As such , the bound excitons are always more 
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likely to recombine before they are separated from one another. By comparing 
the output intensity at liquid helium temperatures , where the internal quantum 
efficiency is approximated to be 100%, and at room temperature, it is possible to 
determine the room temperature internal quantum efficiency. 
Through the use of optical density filters , it is possible to control the 
pumping density of the laser. Optical density filters are special because they 
decrease the .optical intensity for all wavelengths uniformly. Many times these 
filters are nothing more than meshes, and reduce the intensity based on the ratio 
of positive to negative space. These filters are rated by their optical density 
value which determines the logarithmic reduction in power. An optical density 
filter of 00 1 reduces the intensity by a factor of 10, while an 00 4 filter reduces 
the intensity by a factor of 10000. This allows for the ability to control the 
pumping density by PL. 
2.4.2 -Surface Analysis 
The scanning electron microscope, or SEM , is a fundamental method of 
characterizing the grown GaN films. It allows for quick, high-resolution images of 
the film surface and cross-section morphologies, and consequently allows for 
accurate computation of properties such as growth rate and defect density when 
combined with wet etching. Since the SEM is based upon the use of an electron 
beam, there are auxiliary experiments that can be performed such as 
cathodoluminescence and energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EOS) to 
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determine the elemental composition. The imaging, specifically, was performed 
in a Carl Zeiss Supra 40VP capable both high vacuum and vapor pressure 
imaging at up to 1.3nm resolution. 
The basis behind scanning electron microscopy is similar to that of optical 
microscopy. Instead of using light, an electron beam is accelerated toward the 
sample to be imaged, and the scattered electrons are collected with either one of 
two detectors. The first of which is the back-scatter electron detector. The 
detector is placed at an angle from the incident electron beam and collects the 
majority of the electrons that scatter away from the beam. The resulting image is 
similar to that of a standard optical microscope. In addition to this detector is an 
in-lens detector that is directly in line with the incident beam. This detector 
collects all the electrons that reflect back up the column and creates a negative 
image of what is seen by the BSE detector. This method is optimal for high 
magnifications where the noise level for the BSE detector is too high. 
2.4.3 - X-Ray Diffractometry 
The most accurate way of determining crystal orientation is through X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) measurements. This measurement is based on the principle of 
Bragg scattering that only allows radiation with a specific angle to be reflected by 
lattice planes of any given orientation. Specifically, this is given by Bragg's Law: 
nA. = 2d ·sine 
This implies that the scattering will only cause constructive interference if the 
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path length travelled between planes is equal to an integer multiplication of the 
wavelength. Only under these conditions will it maintain the phase of any two 
waves scattering off the lattice from different points. 
Two XRD units were used in the course of the work. Both of the tools 
operate by striking a copper plate with a high energy electron beam to generate 
the characteristic x-ray radiation from a copper plate. This corresponds to a 
primary ka1 peak at 0.15418nm, which is wavelength used to calculate the 
relationship between diffraction angle and interatomic spacing. 
The principal tool is a Philips XRD with a four-circle goniometer and aGe 
monochromator. The Ge monochromator is a piece of single-crystal (111) Ge 
that the primary x-ray beam is diffracted from. Slits then isolate the ka2 aswell as 
the kp lines, which diffract at different angles than the primary ka1. Because the 
monochromator is a piece of single crystal Ge, the diffraction line should be very 
sharp, dictating the resolution of the beam. The test wafer is then placed in the 
path of the monochromated beam at the center of the goniometer and rotated 
along any of the primary rotation axes to characterize the film. The two most 
important rotation angles are 8 and 28 which correspond to the beam axis 
rotation and the detector rotation. These angles allow for the characterization of 
the plane spacing as described by Bragg's law. Once the 8 and 28 angles have 
been determined, rocking the 8 axis will allow for analysis of the crystalline 
alignment of the lattice along the surface direction. The $ rotation axis 
corresponds to the in-plane rotation of the wafer, allowing probing of the circular 
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symmetry of the lattice. Finally the <p axis corresponds to rotation about the 
beam axis. By rotating about this axis, it is possible to probe planes tilted with 
respect to and perpendicular to the surface plane. 
A rough estimate of threading dislocations can be approximated from the 
FWHM of the rocking cuNes of the on-axis plane as well as an off-axis plane. 
This relationship is defined as follows: 
N = (3 2 /4.3Sibl 2 
Where beta is the FWHM and lbl 2 is the magnitude of the Burgher's vector. For 
screw dislocations, which correspond to on-axis tilt, the FWHM comes from the 
on-axis rocking cuNes and the Burgher's vector is [001]. Conversely, the 
number of edge dislocations corresponds to the off-axis rocking cuNe and the 
Burgher's vector is treated as the [1 00] direction. 
Additionally a Bruker powder diffractometer was also used. This tool only 
has theta and two-theta motors and lacks a monochromator. This lack of a 
monochromator results in it providing a very strong x-ray beam that makes it 
possible to do accurate scans very quickly. Of course, this does come at the 
cost of including the ka2 peaks superimposed in the results that have to be taken 
into account during analysis. 
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Chapter 3: Polar and non-Polar GaN Templates by HVPE and development 
of high Internal Quantum Efficiency non-polar AIGaN and lnGaN MQWs by 
MBE 
In this chapter I am discussing the growth and characterization of polar 
and non-polar GaN templates by HVPE using the vertical reactor discussed in 
Chapter 2. Furthermore, AIGaN /AIN and lnGaN /GaN MOWs were grown by 
MBE on the non-polar GaN templates and characterized by measuring their 
structure with TEM and their Internal Quantum Efficiency (IQE) by temperature 
dependent luminescence. 
3.1: Polar C-Piane GaN Templates 
Initial work on the growth of bulk templates for optoelectronic devices 
focused primarily on GaN films using the hot-walled reactor described in Chapter 
3. The growth of C-plane GaN films was performed in order to optimize and 
characterize the operation of this reactor before moving on to non-polar A..oplane 
GaN films. When growing on C-plane sapphire, the typical method of reducing 
the number of defects in a GaN film involves the use of a buffer layer between 
the sapphire and GaN. Most commonly, these buffer layers are either AIN or 
low-temperature GaN . However, regardless of the buffer layer used, there is an 
ideal thickness of approximately 600 or 200 angstroms, depending on the 
respective buffer layer (AIN: Amano et. al 1988, Kuznia et al. 1993; GaN: Lei et 
al. 1991, Nakamura 1991, and Moustakas et al. 1992). At this stage of the work, 
HVPE AIN was not available and thus GaN films were grown on MBE AIN 
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templates. 
3.1.1 - GaN on AIN Buffer Layers 
The lattice constant of AIN is very close to that of GaN with the a lattice 
constant equal to 3.11 A and 3.18 A respectively. This lattice mismatch of 3% is 
ideal for growing a film without creating many new threading dislocations. When 
implemented as a buffer layer in the HVPE, this method resulted in GaN with film 
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Figure 3.1 - Surface Morphology of GaN on AIN Buffer 
This particular film was grown directly at 1 070°C after thermally cleaning the 
substrate in nitrogen at 11 00°C. The flow rates were chosen to ensure the 
reactant flow was as laminar as possible. The result is a uniform, smooth film in 
the regions where the AIN is present. 
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However, despite the surface quality that is obtainable with an AIN buffer, this 
method still has several drawbacks. Growing the AIN by MBE is time consuming 
and expensive compared to HVPE, with a 200nm film taking just under an hour 
to grow. This alone mitigates any cost-savings that can be achieved by using 
HVPE for template growth. Furthermore, as AIN is prone to forming aluminum 
oxide monolayers on its surface when exposed to air, the GaN grown on it may 
re-nucleate and form new dislocations since the surface oxide is not easily 
removed. Additionally, upon inspection of the interfaces by cross-section 
imaging , it became clear that many cracks and voids exist within GaN films 
grown in this manner. These defects are illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
The first of these images, Figure 3.2(a) , illustrates the formation of voids 
buried within the film itself, introducing surfaces filled with dangling bonds that act 
as scattering sites for electron flow. Figure 3.2(b) demonstrates a more drastic 
effect with cracks that propagate through the AIN buffer and the GaN film that are 
ultimately terminated by the formation of a large hexagonal pit. Similarly, in 
3.2(c), cracks propagate at an angle through the buffer layer continue into the 
GaN film. However, this cracking results in a two-fold issue of voids and splitting. 
Interestingly, the voids in this example form directly above the points where the 
cracking intersects each interface, similar to Figure 3.2(a). However, at the point 
where the angled component of the cracking terminates, the film splits and peels 




Figure 3.2 - Cross-Section Imaging of Defects in C-plane GaN on AIN Buffer 
As most of these defects introduce planes filled with dangling bonds , 
these films are not ideal for use in device growth. Any device grown over one of 
these regions would ultimately short through these surfaces, making it non-
functional at worst and leaky at best. Thus , another method of growing these 
films is required. 
3.1.2- GaN on Low-Temperature GaN Buffer Layers 
In order to avoid many of the problems that arise from the use of an 
external AlN template , an alternative two-step process utilizing a low-temperature 
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GaN buffer layer was also used. Growing at low temperatures, a discontinuous 
series of polycrystalline islands are deposited on the sapphire . As the buffer 
layer is ramped to high temperature, it recrystallizes resulting in threading 
dislocations whose Burgher's vectors are oriented in random directions non-
parallel to the growth direction . When the film is then grown on top of this low-
temperature buffer, the defects are more likely to collide and annihilate through 
the formation of defect loops because of this distribution of their Burgh~r's 
vectors. Additionally, during the high temperature growth , adatoms have large 
enough diffusion lengths to allow them to find these existing islands, resulting in 
lateral epitaxial growth. When this happens new dislocations are not introduced, 
resulting in fewer overall dislocations. It is critical, then, that the thickness of this 
buffer remains thin enough that it does not form a continuous film [Moustakas 
1999]. 
The formation of a very thin buffer by HVPE is difficult because of the 
relatively high growth rate in this method . For example, assuming a very low 
growth rate of 20 IJm/hr, the growth time for a 20nm buffer is approximately four 
seconds. Effectively, this makes it almost impossible to obtain reproducibility 
with the reactor's current configuration as the delay for the HCI flow from the 
injector nozzle is on the same order of time as the growth time. Additionally, the 
buffer layer remains within the growth zone during the ramp to the growth 
temperature. With the slow ramp .rate that is intrinsic to the tube furnace, the 
buffer layer will inevitably decompose during the ramp. Since the Z-translational 
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stage and backflow region of the HVPE reactor had not been implemented at this 
time, an alternative solution had to be devised. Therefore, in order to mitigate 
the buffer layer decomposition , a ramped high temperature growth technique was 
developed. 
In a ramped high temperature growth step, the buffer was only annealed 
up to 930°C. At this point the high temperature growth was initiated and the film 
was grown continuously while the substrate temperature was increasing to its 
final temperature. The films were grown for an additional 5-20 minutes at the 
final growth temperature before stopping the growth and ramping down. The 
continuous growth is critical as it was found that growing discretely at 900°C and 
then at the final growth temperature was found to produce rough films. Yet, in 
contrast if growth is continuous during this period , smooth films with very few 
surface pits could be grown consistently. In fact, as Figure 3.3(a) shows, the 
resulting films could be grown as thick as 601-.Jm without any voids or cracking 
forming in the film. . 
This is an important observation as most GaN films over a critical 
thickness will form cracks in spite of the inherent compressive strain thatexists 
due to lattice mismatch to the sapphire. It was concluded by Nix and Clemens 
that this is due to stresses incurred during the coalescence of domains while the 
film is grown [Nix et al. , 1999]. Consequently, a film grown with very small 
domains will be more prone to cracking than that of one with large domains. This 
correlates well with the claim that the GaN films grown by HVPE will have large 
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Figure 3.3- C-plane GaN with GaN Buffer and High Temperature GaN Grown 
Continuously from 900-1100°C with (b) and without (a) a visible growth mode 
interface 
From these figures, it appears that the initial growth continues similar to 
Volmer-Weber growth with three dimensional islands. However, once a high 
enough temperature is reached, the growth reg ime changes as the diffusion 
length of the GaN adatoms increase. This leads to the film smoothening into a 
two dimensional growth regime. This interface is especially apparent in Figure 
3.3(b) as the textured interface mid-film transitions into a smooth surface layer. 
To characterize the crystal quality of films grown by this technique, X-ray 
diffraction was performed on these samples. Figure 3.4 (a) an~ (b) illustrate the 
on- (002) and off-axis (1 02) rocking curves respectively. These plots correspond 
to FWHM of 342arcsec (a) and 547arcsec (b). From the equation describing the 
relationship between FWHM and dislocation density in Chapter 2.4 .3, these 
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Figure 3.4- On- (a) and Off-Axis (b) rocking curves for HVPE grown C-plane 
GaN 
These values indicate that GaN of good crystal quality has been achieved with 
this technique, as the values obtained are 1-2 orders ofmagnitude lower than 
films grown by MBE .. 
3.2 - Non-Polar A-Plane GaN Templates 
While growth along the C-plane produces high-quality GaN templates for 
device growth, it does not address the polarization issue in QW and LED 
structures inherent to this growth direction. As such , in order to remove or 
reduce the effects of this electric field, growth can be done on any of the semi-
polar or non-polar planes. Specifically, Eddy et at. discovered that if the R-plane 
of sapphire is used as the substrate forGaN growth, the A-plane of GaN will be 
grown instead of the R-plane [Eddy et al. 1993]. It was discovered that the lattice 
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constants of the two separate planes are such that three GaN A-plane unit cells 
can fit within a single R-plane unit cell of sapphire, in a process known as 
extended epitaxy (Figure 3.5) . This basis served as the foundation on which the 
development of the non-polar templates proceeded. 
A ... plane (11-20) Ga:N II R-'plane (1-102) sapphire 
I l5.34 A I 
1- S.!SSA - 1- 5.1SSA ----.J- .5J85A -- 1 
- l ll.5A [-1100]o,N 
4r1 L[0001] G•N 
Figure 3.5- Unit cell diagram of A-plane GaN on R-plane sapphire 
3.2.1: Bulk Films 
As shown in Figure 3.5 the lattice mismatch between GaN and sapphire in 
this configuration is 1.3% and 16% in the [0001] and [-1100] directions of GaN . 
Thus the epitaxy is easier along the [0001] direction. Given that the lattice 
mismatch between the three A-plane unit cells of GaN and the R-plane of 
sapphire is relatively smaller than during growth on the C-plane sapphire the 
growth on these substrates was carried out without any nucleation steps such as 
nitridation or low-temperature buffer layers. For the bulk of these samples, flow 
rates of 90 and 1200sccm for the HCI and NH3 respectively were used resulting 
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in growth rates of 2001-Jm/hr and film thicknesses of 20-401-Jm. Nitrogen was used 
as the carrier gas and the reactor was operated at atmospheric pressure. During 
growth , the substrate temperature was kept between 1000-11 00°C. 
· The surface morphology of the GaN templates were characterized using 
SEM and were found to have a corrugated triangular (120°) surface as shown in 
Figure 3.6. The triangular facets correspond to theM-planes of GaN. This . 
surface morphology originates from the faster growth rate of the A-plane 
compared with that of the M-plane due to the lower atomic density of the A-plane. 
Thus, the A-plane is terminated by the two adjacent M-planes as shown in Figure 
3.5. In fact, this is the most thermodynamically stable form and can be seen in 
the initial nuclei of the GaN on sapphire. When the growth rate was reduced 
significantly, individual A-plane nuclei were shown to have grown with these 
triangular features inherently. The results of this growth are shown in Figure 3. 7. 
Furthermore, these features follow the C-axis of the GaN along the entire length 
of the wafer. Each triangular facet is in fact a single domain as confirmed by the 




Figure 3.6- Surface (a) and Cross-section (b) SEM images of A-plane GaN 
grown on R-plane sapphire 
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Figure 3. 7- A-plane nucleated islands with triangular surface morphology. 
Figure 3.8- Correlation between secondary electron and cathodoluminescence 
images for an A-plane GaN film .at 363nm. 
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By comparing the two images, it is clear that there is only no emission in the 
valleys between any two facets. This phenomenon confirms that these 
intersections are domain boundaries, given that they are known to act as non-
radiative recombination centers. In fact, this long-range order is completely 
uniform across the length of the wafer, such that when it is placed over an image, 
the geometry will split the image into two in a manner similar to a birefringent 
prism as shown in Figure 3.9. 
Figure 3.9 - Two inch A-plane GaN showing birefringence from the periodic 
texturing 
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While the surface morphology was fundamentally the same for all of the 
wafers grown by this technique , the growth temperature was found to have a 
significant effect on the crystal quality observed . In order to quantify this effect, 
three separate samples were grown under identical conditions with the growth 
temperature varied between 1000°, 1050°, and 1100°C. These wafers had 
surface morphologies as shown in Figure 3.1 0. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.10- Surface morphologies of wafers grown at (a) 1000°, (b) 1050° and 
(c) 1100oc 
From these images, it is apparent that the low temperature film is not as smooth 
across the facets as the higher temperature films and has a large density of 
ridges running perpendicular to the C-axis. However, once a high enough 
temperature has been achieved , the films develop smooth facets . To further 
confirm the influence of substrate temperature the transmission data ware taken 
for the three samples and the results are shown in Figure 3.11. 
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Figure 3.11 - Transmission curves for A-plane GaN grown between 1000-
11000C 
It is apparent from the data of Figure 3.11 that the films grown at 11 oooc 
have the best crystal quality, which also reflected in the sharpest absorption 
edge. This finding is also confirmed by X-ray diffraction. Table 3 ~ 1 shows· a 
summary of the XRD data for these three samples: · 
Table 3.1 - XRO Data from A-plane GaN grown between 1000-11 oooc 
Sample Intensity (counts) FWHM 
R84 (1 000°) 5x1 0° · 10 arcmin 
R85 (1 050°) 6.6x105 · 10 arcmin 
R86 (1100°) 4.4x1 05 8 arcmin 
Despite the obvious benefit of the higher growth temperature , it appears that this 
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film is more stressed because cracks were observed at the edge of the 11 oooc 
wafer where the film is thinner. This is expected from the thermal stresses in the 
film due to the different thermal expansion coefficient between the GaN and 
sapphire . Thus, it was concluded that the optimum growth temperature is 
1 050°C. 
To get a detailed analysis of the unique structure these films possess, 
they were sent to Professor David Smith at Arizona State University for TEM. A 
plan-view TEM image (Figure 3.12) shows that these GaN templates have a 
high-density of basal plane stacking faults(- 7x1 05 cm-1). In general since GaN 
can exist in both the wurtzite (stable) and zincblende (metastable) structures and 
since the energy of formation of these two allotropic forms are similar to within a 
few meV one expects that conversion between the two phases to occur by the 
creation of stacking faults on the close packed (0001) and (111) planes 
[Moustakas, 2013] . However, the exact mechanism that facilitates the formation 
of more basal plane stacking faults during growth along non-polar directions is 
not well understood. 
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Figure 3.12 ~Plan-view TEM of an A-plane GaN grown on R-plane sapphire 
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Figure 3.13- High-resolution TEM of an M-plane facet in A-plane GaN 
Figure 3.13 shows HREM images of the M plane in the GaN template 
described in Fig . 2. These images were taken along the [0001] zone axis and 
confirm that the bounds of the triangular facets are M-planes. These images also 
clearly indicate that the M-plane surfaces of this GaN template are atomically 
smooth. 
3.2.2 - Development of non-polar AIGaN I AIN MQWs on A-plane GaN 
templates by MBE 
In order to assess the suitability of these non-polar A-plane GaN 
templates for the development of emitters I grew in collaboration with Dr. Anirban 
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Bhattacharyya by MBE AIGaN /AIN MQWs and evaluated their structure and 
emission properties. A schematic diagram of the investigated MOWs is shown in 
Figure 3.14 
Sample 2369 
AIN/AIGaN MQWs (1 00 wells and 
barriers) 
A-plane GaN template 
R-plane sapphire 
Figure 3.14 -Schematic Diagram of the MQW structures grown by MBE on A-
plane GaN templates 
Given the orientation of the surface, which is terminated by the non-polar GaN M-
planes, the QWs are parallel to the M-planes rather than to the A-plane. The 
wells were 1 nm thick and the barriers 5 nm thick. This sample was investigated 
by SEM, TEM and cathodoluminescence measurements. 
The SEM data in Figures 3.15a-d show that the MQWs replicate the A-
plane template with no evidence of cracks in the surface of the QWs. This is in 





Figure 3.15- SEM images of the surface morphology of the MQWs 
grown on A-plane GaN templates. 
To investigate for any potential compositional inhomogeneities in these 
QWs we have studied these MOWs by taking their panchromatic CL images 
upon excitation with an electron beam accelerated at 5 KV. Figure 3.16 shows 
(a) the surface morphology and (b) its respective emission image. The data 
clearly indicate non-uniform emission , which is indicative of compositional 
fluctuations and thus , band structure potential fluctuations. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.16- Secondary electron and panchromatic CL images of deep-
UV MQWs grown on A-plane GaN 
Figures 3.17 (a) and (b) show the cross-section TEM of the AIGaN/AIN 
quantum wells on the M-pl-ane facet of the GaN substrate at two separate 
magnifications while Figures 3.17 (c) and (d) show the cross-section TEM of the 
MOWs at larger magnifications. This data further indicates that the MOWs have 
grown conformably to the GaN template. Also , it is apparent from these TEM 
images that th~ MOW region is highly defective, a result that could be attributed 
to heteronucleation of the AIGaN /AIN MOWS on the top of the GaN template . It 
is expected that the microstructure of these AIGaN I AIN MOWs would be 




Figure 3.17- TEM cross-section images of the deep-UV MQWs at different 
magnifications 
The emission properties of the quantum wells were investigated by 
studying the cathodoluminescence (CL) spectra as a function of temperature. 
The electron-beam acceleration voltage during these measurements was kept at 
5kV in order to selectively excite the MOWs rather than the bulk GaN 
underneath. The room temperature spectra for three samples grown at 
progressively higher Ga flux are shown in Fig . 3.18. These CL spectra indicate 
that the recombination in these samples occurs primarily across the energy gap 
in the 250-270 nm range . Furthermore, it is observed that the peak emission is 
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red-shifted by 20nm as the Ga flux during growth of the Alo.7Ga0.3N wells was 
increased . Since the thickness and composition of the wells and barriers were 
kept the same in all three samples, we attribute this red sh ift of the spectra to the 
introduction of band structure potential fluctuations in the wells introduced by 
excess Ga at the surface of the growing film . Furthermore, additional potential 
fluctuations are also introduced by the high density of stacking faults in these 
MOWs. These band structure potential fluctuations appear to be beneficial from 
the point of view that injected excitons are localized in these regions and do not 
diffuse and recombine non-radiatively at dislocations and point defects. This is in 
contrast with the stacking faults in cubic II I-V compounds where the lattice is 
zincblende and a basal plane stacking fault introduces a monolayer of wurtzite 
structure. In this case , the energy gap is larger than that of the native zincblende 
structure. Therefore, a stacking fault in the cubic alloys introduces barriers in the 
transport, and furthermore it is not beneficial in terms of preventing injected 
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Figure 3.18- CL spectra of identical Alo.7Gao.3N I A/N MQWs grown at different 
excess Ga-flux 
To determine the IQE of these MQWs we investigated the temperature 
dependence of the CL spectra and the results are shown in Figure 3.19. The 
recombination occurs mostly across the gap at 266nm with minimal midgap 
emission.. Figure 4.20 is a plot of its integrated CL intensity as a funCtion of 
1 000/T. Under the assumption that at low temperatures the recombination is 
exclusively radiative, we estimate that the IQE of these MQWs is 87%. This is a 
surprising result if one considers the high density of threading defects in these 
MQWs. It is expected that this finding is due to both the elimination of the 
quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) associated with the non-polar nature of 
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these MOWs, and the introduction of deep band structure potential fluctuations in 
the wells. These fluctuations lead to localization of injected excitons and thus 
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Figure 3.20 - Temperature dependence of the integrated CL intensity as a 
function of 1 000/T 
In addition to growing on theM-planes facets of the GaN template, the 
GaN templates were planarized [Williams, 2005]. By planarizing the GaN 
template , the surface would now actually be terminated by the A-plane of GaN. 
This process consists of iterated steps of spinning photoresist at low RPMs to 
create a thick layer of photoresist that does conform well to the surface. The 
photoresist coated surface is then etched in an ICP system using Cl-chemistry. 
After multiple repetitions , the surface will become smoother. Figure 3.21 shows 
one such film as grown (a) , after 1 etch (b) , and after 3 etches (c). After the first 
iteration , only the deep valleys remain, and by the third cycle , the film becomes 
effectively smooth. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.21- Textured A-plane GaN substrates as grown (a), as well as after 1 
(b) and 3 (c) etch back planarization cycles 
Following the planarization , Alo.6Gao.4N/AIN MOWs were grown on the surface of 
the substrate . Figure 3.22 shows the CL spectra of these wells . The emission 
peak, found to be at 260nm, is consistent with what is expected for MOWs of this 
composition. As such , this proves that the growth of AIGaN films in this 
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Figure 3.22- CL emission from MQWs grown on planarized A-plane GaN 
templates 
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3.2.3 - Development of non-polar lnGaN I GaN MQWs on A-plane GaN 
templates by MBE 
Similar studies were carried out by growing lnGaN QWs by MBE., These 
studies were done in collaboration Dr. Josh Abell. These wells were designed to 
emit at 465nm using ten periods of lno.27Gao.73N/GaN MOWs. Temperature 
dependent PL was conducted using a helium compressor and cryostat to reach 
11 OK. The results of this measurement are plotted in Figures 3.23a and b. 
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Figure 3.23- Temperature dependent PL (a) and the normalized peak intensity 
as a function of 1/T (b) for the non-polar ln.GaN MQWs. 
Taking the ratio of the PL intensity at room temperature to that of 11 °K, an 
IQE of 90% is calculated. However, the intensity at 11 oK is not the largest as it 
peaks between 152° and 113°K. We speculate that this temperature 
dependence of the integrated PL spectra is due to localization of holes in the 
GaN barrier at very low temperatures. However upon heating the samples above 
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1 00 K the recombination occurs primarily in the wells. At extremely low 
temperatures , these carriers do not contribute to luminescence in the wells 
because they are frozen where they form. Only when the temperature is higher 
are they able to escape from the barriers into the wells where they recombine 
and produce the light seen at the peak temperatures. Therefore, it is more 
accurate to use the ratio of the optical intensity at these temperatures instead. In 
this case, an IQE of 70% has been obtained which is very high for th is 
wavelength. 
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Chapter 4: Development of AIN Templates by HVPE 
Growth of AIN templates by HVPE is fundamentally similar to that of GaN. 
This was done using a similar three-step growth method as was used with C-
plane GaN films with the addition of a thermal desorption step to prepare the 
surface of the sapphire for growth. Furthermore, as was done with the GaN 
films, these AIN films were then studied using x-ray diffraction, transmission, CL, 
and SEM. Initial results show that these films are of good crystalline quality with 
very high optical transparency. 
The MasterController RF power supply, when used , requires the entire 
thermal cycle to be fully programmed into it before running the growth. As a 
result, each stage of the growth is independent on the power supply's status, 
unlike the tube furnace based system where the furnace is dependent on the 
growth's status, requiring tight adherence to the growth schedule. Figure 4.1 













Figure 4.1 - Growth thermal profile for AIN films in the hot-walled HVPE reactor 
As indicated in Figure 4.1, the sapphire wafer is initially raised to 1200°C 
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in a 95/5% nitrogen to hydrogen ambient for approximately 10 minutes to 
facilitate the conversion of any surface contaminants into volatile hydrides that 
will evaporate from the film's surface. After this step, the substrate temperature 
is reduced to aoooc and the sapphire wafer is exposed to ammonia for 
approximately one minute. This process is known as nitridation [Moustakas, 
1992] and results in the conversio~ of a few monolayers of the sapphire from 
Al20 3 into AIN by substitution process. This will allow the succeeding growth to 
occur practically homoepitaxially. After nitridation , the substrate temperature is 
further reduced to 600°C, at which point the substrate is exposed to AICI and 
NH3 and a very thin , non-continuous, and highly defective AIN buffer layer is 
grown. Figure 4.2 shows the same island growth occurs as seen in GaN at low 
temperatures. 
As the substrate is ramped up to the 1400°C growth temperature, this 
layer will re-crystallize to form nucleation centers for the growth of the rest of the 
film . At 1400°C, the film is grown for several minutes at growth rates ranging 
from 5-30j..Jm/hr until it is approxim,ately 1-2j..Jm thick. Finally, the film is then 
slowly ramped down over 3 hours in an ambient of NH3 to prevent cracking or 
delamination due to thermal stresses. 
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Figure 4.2- SEM image showing the formation of island growth at low 
temperatures 
4.1 -Growth of AIN at Atmospheric Pressure 
Initially the AIN films grown by the HVPE method were done under 
atmospheric pressure. When growing at atmospheric pressure, it is very difficult 
to maintain lamir)ar flow within the reactor due to the restricted tube geometry. 
Instead, the flow will begin laminar, and will quickly convert into a mixture of 
laminar plus turbulent flow. As such, the flow conditions must be chosen to 
carefully control this turbulent regime. For the bulk of the growths, nitrogen flow 
rates were set to 2slm through the center tube , which contains the aluminum 
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charge and 4slm through the outer reactor tube (see reactor design in Chapter 
2). Additionally, constant HCI flow rates of 1 OOsccm and NH3 flow rates of 1.5slm 
were used resulting in growth rates of 351-Jm/hr when the aluminum crucible is 
fully charged. 
Under these growth conditions, smooth films can be grown. One such 
film, HH4, was grown with flow rates listed above and conditions listed in Table 
4.1. 
Table 4.1 - Growth conditions for AIN template HH4 
HH4 Growth Conditions 
Nitridation 70s@ aoooc 
Low Temp Buffer 120s@ 600oc 
High Temp Growth 20min @ 1400°C 
Figure 4.3 shows the SEM surface morphology of this film at low (a) and 
high (b) magnifications. The surface appears featureless at low magnifications 
and at high magnifications, 1 OOnm pits become visible indicative of threading 
dislocations in the film . Further quantification of the smoothness of the film was 
performed by AFM shown in Figure 4.4. The images taken at a large scale (a) 
and a small scale (b) illustrate that the height undulates· by as much as 30nm 
across the surface, yet that each hump consists of step flow growth. 
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Figure 4.4- AFM images of HVPE AIN at a 40pm (a) and 2pm (b) scale 
X-ray diffraction done on these samples indicates that the crystalline 
quality of these films is good. A simple 8-28 scan, as in Figure 4.5, shows that 
this film is in fact AIN and is well oriented along its C-direction . Further analysis of 
the films through the use of on- and off-axis rocking curves gives information 
regarding the density of theading dislocations .. Figure 4.6 contains the rocking 
curves from one such sample. As seen in these plots, the on-axis rocking curve 
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has a full-width at half a maximum of 266arcsec corresponding to a screw 
dislocation density of 1.5x1 08 cm-2 , while the off-axis curve has a full-width half 
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. Figure 4.5- B-2B XRD scan of an AIN substrate 
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Figure 4.6- On- and Off-axis rocking curves for an AIN film grown at 
_ atmospheric pressure 
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Furthermore reciprocal lattice mapping of this film (Figure 4.7) shows a fully 
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Figure 4. 7- Reciprocal lattice map of an AIN template grown at atmospheric 
pressure 
Figure 4.8 shows the surface morphology using optical microscopy. These 
surfaces indicate the range of the observed surface morphology in the 
investigated films. In the case of Figure 4.8(a) , the growth is columnar with 
individual domains up to 20-301-Jm in size protruding from the surface of the film. 
However, something unusual occurs in samples with morphology as seen in 
4.8(b). In this example, hexagonal cones form with particulates embedded in 
thei r: apex as shown in the SEM image in Figure 4.9. The existence of these 
particulates correlates to the level of oxidation of the AI source metal. In GaN , a 
gallium oxide layer on the source metal is volatile and will decompose during 
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growth. However, the strength of the aluminum-oxygen bond is very strong, 
resulting in an oxide that will not thermally decompose. Instead, as the coating 
becomes thicker, it will eventually delaminate from the source metal and embed 
itself into the film, where it will serve as a randomly oriented nucleation center. 
This oxidation is unavoidable due to residual oxygen that gets trapped in the 
reactor every time it is opened and loaded as well as leaks that may exist due to 
inability to test for them. As a result, the source side of the reactor must be 
opened every several runs to clean the aluminum in hot phosphoric acid. 
However each time the supply caps are removed from the reactor there is a 
chance that the reactor will become damaged in the process by the torque 
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Figure 4.8 - Optical microscopy of several common textured surface 
morphologies found in atmospheric pressure AIN 
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Figure 4.9- SEM images of the cones seen by optical microscopy 
4.2- Growth of AIN templates at Low-Pressure 
To better control the growth ambient and reduce residual oxygen as well 
as stabilize the gas flow, a venturi pump was implemented in the exhaust line as 
described in Chapter 2.2.3. By adding th is. pump, it becomes possible to purge 
the reactor prior to each growth and further reduce the residual oxygen in the 
system prior to growth. Furthermore, the turbulent flow that exists at atmospheric 
pressure is completely removed, creating a fully stable and reproducible reactant 
jet. This ultimately creates a more stable growth environmentthat allows for 
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more accurate mapping of the parameter space. However, to keep consistent 
with the previous samples, the reactor is returned to atmospheric pressure during 
nitridation , and then evacuated immediately after. 
The flow parameters for the HCI, nitrogen to the aluminum, and ammonia 
are kept the same for the low-pressure (150-250 torr) growth . However, at this 
pressure the presence of high flow rates from the outer tube only serve to disrupt 
the laminar flow from the center tube. As such , the nitrogen flow in the outer 
tube is reduced from 4slm to . 75. With these new conditions, two observations 
become immediately apparent. First, the growth rate for identical flow rates of 
the ammonia and HCI is reduced at low pressu re from -301-Jm/hr to -51-Jm/hr. 
This is not surprising as the reactants now spend less time at the surface of the 
substrate before they are pumped away by the venturi , where they instead made 
multiple passes before diffusing out from the reactor at atmospheric pressure. 
Second , the resulting films were much more reproducible allowing for films with 
identical growth conditions to have similar crystal quality, something impossible 
at atmospheric pressure. 
The initial sample grown at low pressure used parameters as in sample 
HH4. The actual parameters are listed in Table 4.2 with identical flow rates . 
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Table 4.2- Growth conditions for sample HH43 grown at sub-atmospheric 
pressures 
HH43 Growth Conditions 
Nitridation 70s@ 1065°C 
Low Temp Buffer 120s@ 600°C 
High Temp Growth 20min @ 1450°C 
While optimizing the operation of the AIN HVPE, the maximum achievable 
growth temperature raised from 1400°C to 1450°C through the ideal placement 
of the susceptor stage within the RF coil. The resulting film was uniformly 
smooth and continuous. X-ray diffraction for this sample is shown in Figures 
4.1 0. The FWHM from these rocking curves correspond to a screw dislocation 
density of 3.0x1 06cm-2 and an edge dislocation density of 3.8x1 09cm-2. While the 
edge dislocation density may seem high, it is offset by the extremely low screw 
dislocation density. This is due to only the screw dislocations acting as 
recombination centers. Since edge dislocations behave in the same manner as 
surfaces, they are scattering sites and affect transport properties instead. The 
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Figure 5.11- Surface (a)(b) and cross-section (c) SEM images of a sample 
grown at sub-atmospheric pressure. 
At low magnifications (a), the film is smooth and featureless throughout. 
However, at higher magnification (b) , the image shows that the film was grown in 
the step flow mode. This is consistent with the visual observations during growth. 
Within two minutes of starting the high temperature growth , Newton rings begin 
to form in the center of the substrate where the reactant stream strikes the 
substrate. As the growth progresses, the rings begin to move outward until they 
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cover the entire wafer in approximately 8 minutes. These Newton rings can also 
be observed after the film was removed from the reactor. Figure 4.12 shows a 
photograph of sample HH49 showing that the film is uniformly transparent over 
the entire wafer. 
Figure 4.12- Photograph of a 2" AIN template grown by HVPE 
Figure 4.11 c, however, illustrates a phenomenon not seen in the AIN films 
grown under atmospheric pressure. The interface in these films is full of voids 
introduced by the decomposition of the sapphire substrate at temperatures just 
below the growth temperature under vacuum. It is expected , then , that this leads 
to lateral epitaxial overgrowth at these voids, directly responsible for the 
decrease in threading dislocations in these films. Ultimately, the recipe was 
replicated several times in samples HH43, HH46, HH49, HH51 , HH55, HH57, 
and HH58. Each maintained the uniform, smooth surface and similar XRD for 
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those measured. 
Th~se AIN templates were also characterized by transmission and CL 
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Figure 4.13- Transmission (a) and derivative of absorption (b) of the 
AIN templates 
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· Since the absorption constant of the film can be calculated from the 
transmission by taking its logarithm and dividing by the thickness, it is possible to 
use this data to determine the band edge of the film. The low energy side of the 
absorption corresponds to the Urbach regime where the absorption constant 
depends exponentially on energy. The Urbach edge is due to lattice disorder 
from stresses and defects that blurs the band edge. On the high energy side is 
the Kane regime in which the absorption constant is proportional to the joint 
density of states and thus, it varies as the square root of energy [Moustakas, in 
Pankove and Moustakas 1999] 
. - E/ E0 
a Urbach ~ e 
a Kane~ FE 
Therefore, the derivative of the absorption constant should give a peak at the 
band edge where it transitions from the Urbach to the Kane regime. This is 
exactly what is observed in Figure 4.13b where this is calculated. For this 
sample the graph of da/dE shows that the band edge of the film is at 203nm 
(6.11 eV), matching the theoretical value. Furthermore, the transmission is flat 
throughout the bandgap, with an abrupt drop at the band edge indicating a well 
ordered lattice without a significant defect density. The CL spectra for these 
samples in Figure 4.14a, however, indicate the existence of defects which cause 
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Figure 4.14- Cathodoluminescence spectrum of atmospheric (a) and sub-
atmoshperic (b) pressure grown AIN 
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The band to band emission occurs at 202nm, however the recombination is 
dominateo by broad peaks centered between 320-370nm. It is believed that 
these peaks derive from oxygen incorporation into the film which are known to 
introduce midgap states. In order to determine if this oxygen is introduced by 
leaks in the reactor, this CL was compared to that from sample HH4. By growing 
the film at atmospheric pressure, leaks should cause gas to escape from the 
reactor instead of being drawn inside. This spectrum, shown in Figure 4.14b, 
also contains the broad midgap peak, implying that the oxygen's source is from 
the supply gases themselves. Most likely, this would be the ammonia which is 
known to have appreciable levels of water impurities due to the difficulty of 
purifying it. 
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Chapter 5: Development of lnGaN Quantum wells and quantum dots by 
MBE on GaN templates 
In addition to bulk films, the growth of polar lnGaN quantum 
heterostructures by MBE on the polar GaN templates has been investigated . In 
particular, the growth of lnGaN.ternary alloys has proven to be more complicated 
than its AIGaN analogue. Control of the mol fraction in AIGaN alloys is typically 
performed by finding the stoichiometric flux between the aluminum effusion cells 
and the nitrogen plasma source. Once this aluminum flux has been established , 
the plasma conditions are held constant, and the aluminum temperature is 
dropped to achieve a flux proportional to the stoichiometric flux equal to the 
desired mol fraction. The flux of Ga can then be set to an arbitrarily high flux to 
achieve metal rich conditions. The higher bind ing energy of the AI-N bond 
makes it more preferable to the Ga-N bond , resulting in all of the AI atoms 
reacting with the nitrogen , and the remainder reacting with Ga atoms. This 
provides a repeatable blueprint for configuring AIGaN growth conditions even if 
the MBE parameters such as substrate temperature or plasma flux change 
radically [lliopoulos, 2002]. · 
This is not the case with lnGaN due to a couple factors . Whereas the Ga 
and AI atoms are roughly the same size, the In atom is 11% larger than the Ga 
atom. As a result the lnGaN alloys of high In percentage tend to undergo phase 
separation by spinodal decomposition . This phenomenon was thought to be 
beneficial in optoelectronic devices since it introduces band structure potential 
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fluctuations and thus carrier localization . Secondly, the In-N bond is significantly 
weaker than the Ga-N bond. This causes the In-N bonds to constantly 
decompose and desorb from the lattice while the lnGaN film is growing or when 
the substrate temperature is increased to allow for the growth of smooth GaN 
barrier layers. 
The growth of lnGaN alloys depends strongly on several other factors . 
While Gain lnGaN alloys acts as AI in AIGaN alloys; a simple ratio of Ga flux to 
stoichiometric Ga does not translate into a proportional mol fraction due to the 
barriers to In incorporating into the lattice. Instead both the total metal flux and 
the ratio of the In flux to the total metal flux play a role. Furthermore, as the In-N 
bonds are prone to decomposition , substrate temperature is critical. Indium 
incorporation proves to be inversely proportional to substrate temperature. 
Because of these issues, the development of green LEOs based on 
lnGaN suffers from low IQEs. As such it is necessary to understand the growth 
of these materials and devices based on them. 
5.1 Bulk lnGaN Films 
In order to determine the effects of the growth parameters on In 
incorporation a series of bulk lnGaN films were grown and their In incorporation 
analyzed. This consisted of six samples grown at substrate temperatures 
ranging from 480°-520°C. The ratio of FJn was varied between .75 and .85 
F1n+Fca 
with the total metal flux held at 1.1 x1 o-6 torr. The nitrogen plasma was held at 
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1.2sccm flow, 300W forward power corresponding to an AI stoichiometric flux of 
approximately 5x1 o-7 torr for all samples. Each of the grown films were 
characterized by XRD to determine their respective In mol fraction . 
The entire growth process for each film was standardized to ensure 
consistency of data. Each lnGaN bulk film was grown on a quarter of a TOI 
HVPE GaN wafer. These wafers had a GaN film of nominal thickness of 1 01-Jm on 
sapphire. They were prepared with standard ultrasonic degreasing steps before 
loading into the MBE. Once the wafers were loaded into the growth chamber, 
they were ramped up to 630aC and were cleaned by three periods of exposure to 
Ga at 61 0°C, and letting the Ga react with surface contaminants and desorb 
while ramping back to 630°C. 
After the Ga cleaning , homoepitaxy was reestablished by growing at 
620°C for 20 minutes with a Ga flux of 2x1 o-6 torr and the nitrogen plasma at 1.2 
seem and 300W forward power. The RHEED was monitored to ensure that the 
film is smooth and of good quality, defined by sharp straight lines, as shown in 
Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 - RHEED of GaN at high temperature 
At this point the lnGaN growth begun at the respective parameters and the 
RHEED was monitored periodically to ensure the quality did not degrade. At this 
point, the RHEED will change to indicate lnGaN growth. This is defined by the 
appearance of reconstruction lines along the (1 0-1 0) azimuth as shown in Figure 
5.2. The growth is ended after 90min and the sample extracted from the MBE for 
characterization. 
Table 5.1 lists the investigated samples, the growth parameters and the 
calculate the In percentage. These data are plotted in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3- Indium incorporation as a function of flux ratio and substrate 
temperature 
Table 5.1 - Growth parameters for lnGaN MQWs to emit at 500nm 
Sample Substrate _Fzn Indium Mol Temperature Fin+ Fca Fraction 
V2697 520°C .802 .203 
V2698 520oc .746 .185 
V2699 520°C .844 .248 
V2700 500°C .802 .30 
V2702 500°C .849 .356 
V2726 480°C .802 .331 
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These data in Figure 5.3 confirm that the In incorporation is not just dependent 
on the flux ratios, but the substrate temperature. Therefore , there exists an 
infinite set of parallel lines corresponding to all substrate temperatures and its 
respective In incorporation rates that increase as the temperature decreases. 
The results, however, are surprising as it means that at 500°C for every 4 gallium 
atoms that incorporate, as little as one in sixteen indium atoms will incorporate. 
Examination of the XRD data from these samples confirms the issue with 
high mol fractions as shown in Figure 5.4. At large 28-angles, both the (0002) 
diffraction peaks forGaN and lnGaN are visible as to be expected. However, the 
peak at 17.1 o corresponds to the diffraction peak from the (0001) plane which 
should be forbidden . Its existence provides evidence that the lnGaN films are 
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Figure 6.4- Theta-two-theta scan of the lnGaN MQWs 
-v2702 
5.2- lnGaN I GaN Multiple Quantum Well Structures 
The relationship between substrate temperature and flux ratio was used 
as a basis for the growth of MQW structures based on lnGaN alloys. Multiple 
quantum well structures consisting of lnGaN wells and GaN barriers were 
designed in order to produce an emission wavelength of approximately 500nm. 
This wavelength corresponds to the resonant plasmonic wavelength for silver 
nanoparticles to be deposited on the surface of these MQWs by the Paiella 
research group. In order to achieve 500nm emission in the bulk, it is necessary 
to achieve at least a 36% In mol fraction incorporation. Since these films will be 
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grown on polar templates , very narrow wells of 2nm will be used to minimize the 
QCSE in conjunction with 5nm barriers . Prior to each series of MQW structures 
were grown, MBE GaN was regrown on the HVPE GaN to re-establish epitaxy. 
This structure is illustrated in Figure 5.5. 
-HVPE GIN MOpm) 
Figure 5.5- Diagram of the MQW structure used to grow devices to emit at 
500nm 
Initial samples were grown with conditions extrapolated from samples 
V2702 and V2726, with the substrate temperature at 480°C, nitrogen plasma at 
300W, 1.2sccm, In flux at 6.97x1 0-7 torr, and Ga flux at 1.33x1 0-7 torr. This 
corresponds to an indium to total flux ratio of .839. The lnGaN wells were grown 
by opening the In, Ga, and plasma shutters simultaneously for for 77s. After 
each well layer was completed , it was allowed to anneal in vacuum for 2-3 
minutes until the RHEED returned . In order to compensate for the very low 
substrate temperature and Ga flux , the GaN barrier layers were grown through a 
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process known as migration enhanced epitaxy. This technique gets its name 
from the accumulation of gallium that is formed by pulsing the nitrogen plasma 
source shutter. For these samples, the Ga shutter was left open without the 
plasma for 25s, creating a metal rich surface. After the 7.5s, the plasma shutter 
was opened for 2.5s, consuming the surface and incident Ga. When properly 
configured the plasma shutter should close immediately as soon as the RHEED 
reaches full brightness in order to maintain Ga-rich growth . This cycle was 
repeated 24 times corresponding to 60s of growth. 
After three periods of wells and barriers , the wafer was extracted and 
characterized by cathodoluminescence. The resulting spectrum is shown in 
Figure 5.6, and shows a primary GaN peak coupled with a weak, broad lnGaN 
peak. Re-evaluation of the growth conditions employed by Dr. Emmanuil 
Dimakis made it clear that the indium desorption before each barrier layer was 
insufficient, resulting in graded barriers as the indium is consumed and 
incorporated into the first nanometers of the layer. As such, the result is poor 
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Figure 5.6- Photoluminescence from MQWs with poor carrier confinement 
In order to address the residual indium after each well , a 15 minute post 
growth anneal step was added before each well. Additionally, to ensure In 
incorporation was also maximized , the barriers were exposed to nitrogen plasma 
after each layer until the RHEED was brightest, approximately 4 seconds. This 
was sufficient to improve carrier confinement within the wells and lead to 
samples with strong emission in the blue to green. Samples were grown at 
varying growth temperatures and indium to total flux ratios and were found to 
have emission wavelengths ranging from 440-540nm. The results of these 
experiments are described in Table 5.2 below. 
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Table 5.2- Growth parameters for lnGaN MQWs designed to emit at 
500nm 
Sample Backcoating Substrate Flux Ratio Emission In Mol Temp Wavelength Fraction 
V2858 Ti 500°C 0.719 444nm 22.5% 
V2906 Ti 480°C 0.75 450nm 23.8% 
V2925. Ti 500°C 0.65 452nm 24.3% 
V3090 None. Solid 580°C 0.66 549nm 42.2% 
Backplate 
Beyond the data marked in this table, each sample was grown under 
identical conditions. The wells and barriers were each grown to be 2nm and 5nm 
respectively. This corresponds to a 53s growth time for the wells and 14 periods 
of migration enhanced epitaxy consisting of 15s Ga with no nitrogen, followed by 
3 seconds with nitrogen. The nitrogen plasma was set to 300W with a flow rate · 
of 1.2sccm. Prior to each set of MQWs, the wafer was initially cleaned with 
gallium at high temperatures and then approximately 1 00-150nm of GaN was 
regrown by MBE to re-establish epitaxy. 
Each of these samples, with the exception of V3090, was grown on 
titanium backcoated substrates. These backings were applied to serve as heat 
spreading layers in order to help improve thermal uniformity across the quarter 
wafer. However, since the primary mechanism for heat transfer in a vacuum is 
through infrared radiation, when applied this layer no longer allows the heat to 
escape through the transparent substrate. This forms a thermal cavity around 
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the substrate heater's thermocouple , causing it to read a higher temperature than 
a non-backcoated wafer. Comparing ideal growth temperatures forGaN 
between the two, we see that this temperature difference read by the 
thermocouple is approximately 80-1 00°C. As such , a substrate temperature of 
soooc should correspond to a temperature on the order of 420oc without Ti-
backcoating. The question then becomes, if these are grown at lower 
temperatures than the bulk films, then why are the indium mol fractions lower, or 
equal in the MQWs. It is believed that th is is due to the long anneal step after 
each well has been grown. In each instance, while the well had been grown for 
just under a minute a piece, it was left to anneal for 15min at a temperature well 
above the ideal temperature for InN. Given the known volatility of the In-N bond , 
the In is expected to desorb from the lattice du ring this time, which is only 4 
monolayers thick. 
In the case of sample V3090, the substrate was mounted to a solid 
molybdenum backplane and adhered with indium. In this case , the ideal growth 
temperature of the GaN layer was 1 oooc higher than it was with the titanium 
backcoated samples. The fact that the indium incorporation almost doubled 
indicates that the actual temperature was most likely more than 20°C colder than 
V2925. Regardless , this confirms the temperature dependent relationship of the 
indium incorporation, and that any intermediate percentage can be obtained by 
varying these parameters. 
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One key difference of MOW growth compared to that of bulk is illustrated 
in Table 5.2. Almost counter-intuitively, decreasing the indium to total flux ratio 
can increase the In mol fraction in lnGaN MOWs. This can be explained by a 
mechanism similar to what happens in the bulk films, where the higher growth 
rate effectively traps the indium atoms within the lattice by having another 
monolayer deposit on top of them before it has a chance to desorb. Thus, in 
these cases where the overall indium mol fraction is defined more by the 
substrate temperature, increasing the gallium flux percentage actually will 
actually increase the indium incorporation rate. 
The quality of the wells in all these cases can be illustrated in the example 
of PL data from sample V3090 shown in Figure 5.7. This plot consists of three 
spectra taken by normal incident laser excitation and one at a grazing angle. 
These four spectra were then normalized at the lnGaN emission peak to 
emphasize the shape and relative intensities of the lnGaN peak to that of the 
GaN substrate. In fact, all four spectra are highly symmetric showing relatively 
uniform In incorporation across the wafer. However, only point C has emission 
from the MOWs that is weaker than that of the bulk GaN film beneath it. This 
point is more toward the edge of the wafer than A and B, which indicates that the 
growth rate is non-uniform, and the film is thinner toward the edge where less 
light is absorbed by the wells. The many other peaks in the incident beam 
spectra are from the laser itself and are reflected back into the detector. This is 
obvious once the sample is illuminated at a grazing angle and they disappear 
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Figure 5. 7- PL spectra from V3090 at incident and grazing angles 
While this low growth temperature favors indium incorporation, it does 
result in poor quality GaN barrier. Since the growth temperature is so low, the 
diffusion length of adatoms is so small that the growth results in islands, giving 
rise to the scaly features seen in Figure 5.8 of V3090. While the emission 
wavelength makes this sample ideal for surface plasmonics studies, the surface 
morphology does not. 
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Figure 6.8- Surface morphology of V3090, grown to emit at 550nm 
5.3: Growth of lnGaN Quantum Dot Structures 
The level of carrier confinement found in the MQW structures can be 
taken two levels further from one-dimensional confinement to three-dimensional 
confinement in Quantum Dot structures. These QDs form by self assembly when 
growth is carried out using the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode described in 
Chapter 1. Since this growth mode is a means of stress reduction , it is catalyzed 
by a lattice mismatch between the dot layer and the substrate of approximately 
3%. When considering the lnGaN/GaN material system, this degree of lattice 
mismatch is achieved when the indium mol fraction is at 21%. While this is the 
requirement for QDs to form , the metal-rich growth mode typically employed will 
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result in a Frank van der Merwe growth mode that allows for the stresses 
induced by the lattice mismatch to relax through the formation of dislocations. As 
such, it is necessary to grow the QDs under nitrogen rich conditions to facilitate 
island formation. 
Using a combination of conditions based-on the results from the bulk and 
MQW studies as well as QD structures grown by Dr. Tao Xu, [Xu, 2007] a series 
of samples were grown with unique conditions shown in Table 5.3. The 
fundamental structure of the QDs is illustrated in Figure 5.9. Similar to the MQW 
structures, the QDs start on HVPE GaN templates that are loaded and cleaned 
by exposure toGa at high temperatures. Approximately 1 00-150nm of GaN is 
grown by MBE on these templates to re-establish epitaxy before the substrate 
temperature is then dropped to the QD growth conditions. 
Sapphire 
Figure 6.9- Quantum dot structure grown by MBE on HVPE templates 
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Table 6.3- Growth conditions for lnGaN QOs grown by MBE 
Sample In Flux Ga Flux Si Temp Substrate Time 
V3252 1 .2x1 o-r torr 1 .2x1 o-7 torr - 520°C 1min 
V3259 2x1 o-r torr 2x1 o-r torr - 625°C 1.5min 
V3264 1 x1 o-r torr 1 x1 o-r torr - 605°C 1.5min 
V3291 1.5x1 o-r torr 1 .5x1 o-r torr 1180°C 580°C 3m in 
V3297 2.6x1 o-r torr 1.3x1 o-r torr 1180°C 580°C 9min 
V3329 2.6x1 o-7 torr 1 .3x1 o-l torr 1180°C soooc 6min 
Ultimately, none of the initial attempts yielded any quantum dots as the 
RHEED did not change from streaky during the QD growth . The change 
occurred onceSi was introduced as a dopant during the growth. Silicon is known 
to act as an anti-surfactant due to its low surface mobility at the growth 
temperature. As such , it will artificially decrease the diffusion length of the indium 
and gallium adatoms, which will screen the step edges and facilitate island 
growth necessary for Stranksi-Krastanov growth modes. 
When the growth of the lnGaN QDs proceeds properly, it causes a 
distinct, sequential change in the RHEED. At the fluxes defined in the table 
above, the growth rate becomes very slow on the order of a monolayer a minute. 
As such , this process will play out over the course of several minutes. Initially, 
the RHEED will begin bright and streaky corresponding to the clean substrate . 
Once the indium, gallium, and nitrogen plasma shutters are opened , the RHEED 
remained bright and streaky for approximately 30s as the lnGaN wetting layer 
begins to form. As the lnGaN becomes the dominant species on the surface, the 
RHEED will begin to dim as the diffraction transitions from that of GaN to lnGaN. 
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Once the lnGaN wetting layer has formed the RHEED will brighten up again 
while remaining streaky after a few minutes. Once the RHEED has brightened , 
several more minutes of growth will result in the streaky lines breaking and 
segregating into a periodic array of dots as shown in Figure 5.1 0. These dots 
correspond to the appearance of 3-dimensional surface features as there is now 
interfering diffraction from the planes perpendicular to the surface and those in 
plane. Once this RHEED image was achieved, the substrate heater temperature 
was immediately dropped in order to prevent any thermal decomposition of the 
dots. 
Figure 5.10- Spotty texture indicative of QD formation shown by RHEED 
In order to confirm the existence of QDs, the structures were investigated 
using AFM, with an example illustrated in Figures 5.11. At low magnifications 
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(a) , the sample has a uniform distribution of dots over the entire 15x151Jm area. 
Within a 2x21Jm region (b), it is clear that the QDs are well formed and are 
approximately 50nm in diameter. Further characterization done by 
photoluminescence also demonstrates characteristics specific to QDs as shown 
in Figure 5.12. The photoluminescence was taken at a grazing angle in order to 
minimize the contributions from the bulk GaN template. In this ·case, the GaN 
peak is still slightly visible but is heavily attenuated in contrast to the single layer 
of QDs, further demonstrating the carrier confinement provided. The PL 
spectrum consists of two primary peaks and a broad peak in the green. There is 
a small hump between the first peak and that of the GaN which is potentially from 
the wetting layer, and would be appropriately weak due to its thinness and lack of 
confinement. The remaining two primary peaks would correspond to a bimodal 
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Figure 5.12- Photoluminescence spectrum from the lnGaN QDs 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work 
With the rise of solid state lighting , the need for high quality Ill-nitride 
substrates is only becoming greater, as they do not exist naturally. With each 
growth method presenting its own strengths and weaknesses, the HVPE method 
finds itself best suited for the growth of high-quality templates. In order to prove 
the potential of this growth method, two HVPE reactors were designed and built 
to grow bulk GaN and AIN templates for optoelectronic device growth. Of these, 
the GaN reactor is a vertical , hot-walled reactor capable of reaching 11 00°C, and 
the AIN reactor is a horizontal, cold-walled reactor capable of reaching 1500°C. 
Both the reactors were utilized and optimized to produce high quality templates 
ideal for device growth . 
Gallium nitride bulk templates were grown on both C- and R-plane 
sapphire, resulting in polar C-plane and non-polar A-plane oriented films. The 
polar C-plane films were grown up to 601Jm thick without the cracking normally 
seen in films over 1 01Jm thick on sapphire. Additionally they were found to be 
atomically smooth, with a root-mean-square surface roughness typically less 
than 1 nm. This is attributed to the use of a ramped high temperature buffer layer 
during the growth. The non-polar films, however, were grown directly on 
sapphire without using any nucleation steps and resulted in corrugated films 
terminated by theM-planes of GaN. While the large scale morphology of the film 
is textured, TEM proves that theM-plane facets are atomically smooth and, 
furthermore, that the threading dislocations in these films deflect and annihilate 
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within the triangular facets. 
The results are even more striking when these templates are used for the 
growth of green and deep-UV MOW structures. In both of these cases, the 
MOW structures grew conformably to the substrate and showed extremely high 
internal quantum efficiencies of 74% and 87% respectively. This is due primarily 
by removing the quantum confined stark effect that exists in polar films. · 
However, when further examining the deep-UV wells , it was found that this 
improvement was in spite of a large number of threading dislocations introduced 
by re-nucleating the wells on the surface of the template. This is attributed to the 
introduction of potential fluctuations caused by a Ga-rich growth mode and the 
high density of basal plane stacking faults that both help localize carriers within 
the wells. 
Similarly, polar AIN films were grown on C-plane sapphire both at 
atmospheric pressure and low-vacuum through the use of a venturi pump. 
These films were grown to be typically 21-Jm thick with exceptional transparency 
and uniformity. X-ray diffraction confirmed the quality of the crystal , finding a 
threading screw dislocation density in these films as low as 106 cm-2 . While CL 
does confirm the existence of oxygen in these substrates, it does not appear as 
an absorption edge in the transmission , indicating that it should have a marginal 
effect on light emitted through it when used as a substrate. 
With the effectiveness of HVPE films as templates shown , lnGaN quantum 
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heterostructures were grown on these templates by MBE to emit in the blue-
green to green portion of the visible spectrum. This was done through a 
systematic study of bulk lnGaN, lnGaN/GaN multiple quantum wells , and lnGaN 
quantum dots. Through analysis of the parameter space and the effects of 
substrate temperature and metal flux ratios , MOWs and QOs were grown that 
emit in the desired wavelengths as confirmed by luminescence studies. Most 
importantly, it was found that doping the QOs n-type with silicon was critical to 
dot formation . This is primarily due to silicon 's known properties as an anti-
surfactant, which counter-act indium's natural tendency to wet to the surface of 
the film when exposed to a nitrogen plasma. 
These studies show that the HVPE method will play an important role in 
the development of Nitride based optoelectronic devices In fact, it is not just 
optoelectronic devices that would benefit, electronic devices such as high speed 
HEMTs, would be enhanced from the reduction of scattering centers. However, 
as the quality and availability of these substrates improve they will be ideal in 
addressing the still lingering "green-gap" in LEOs as well as the low IQE of deep-
UV LEOs. Furthermore, they should see plenty of use as QO based structures 
are continuously developed for both light emitters and solar cells . 
The materials themselves also can see further development, with further 
optimization of the AIN to bring the number of edge dislocations down to the 
same order as the screw dislocations. Since this number is dependent on the 
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grain size , optimizing the reactor for higher growth temperatures is one possible 
solution . Alternatively, the low temperature buffer layer can be further optimized 
to deflect the Burgher's vector of the edge dislocations from the C-direction . 
Also, with the success of the non-polar orientations of GaN , it would be ideal to 
develop the growth of non-polar AIN so that it is possible to grow non-polar UV 
LEOs that are electrically pumped without the substrate absorbing all the emitted 
light. 
Additionally, further work with ternary AIGaN alloys can be continued . A 
dual tube source was designed as shown in Figure 6.1 and manufactured. 
Unfortunately, due to the complicated design , the manufacturing tolerances were 
not sufficient and the part was destroyed during implementation. However, the 
concept was fundamentally sound .and with further optimization of the reactor 
design, this can be revisited . Effectively, this tube would have placed the 
aluminum and gallium source metals in two separate , interconnected tubes . By 
varying the HCI flow between the two source metals, and thereby controlling the 
ratio of AICI to GaCI, AIGaN films of varying mol fractions should be obtainable . 
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Figure 7.1- Proposed dual source tube for the growth of Ill-Nitride ternary 
compounds 
Ultimately, this work proves that the HVPE technique is a viable one with a 
significant amount of untapped potential. It's low cost of operation and high 
quality templates make it the best option for the production of templates that do 
not readily exist by other methods. 
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Appendix A: Vertical HVPE Documentation 
A-1: Technical Drawings 
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Modified Transfer Rod Mechanism with Quartz Rod 
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Removable Substrate Stage 
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Showerhead Source Supply Tube -Slotted Cone (Zoomed) 
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Showerhead Source Supply Tube - Ga Baffle (Zoomed) 
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A-2: LabVIEW Code 
A-2.1: VISA Eurotherm Panel 
. .~ c ::--:~-
. -
--- ------ -- - - --- ------------ ------
This VI serves as a remote .interface for the four zones in the HVPE's tube 
furnace. The buttons on the front panel share the same functionality as its 
physical 2408 counterpart. 
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1. The primary run loop. Press "stop" to end execution. 
2. Zone "For" loop. Loops.through all four temperature controllers 
3. Control selection . Chooses the appropriate input fields from the current 
controller. 
4. Auto/Man Se.lector. Sets operation state as either Auto or Manual. 
5. Setpoint/Output Power Selector. Selects whether setpoint or output power 
is displayed 
6. Run/Hold Logic. Configures the current Run or Hold State 
7. Indicator Selection : Chooses the appropriate indicator fields for the 
current controller. 
8. Eurotherm2408 control.vi 
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A-2.2: Eurotherm2408_control 
This VI constantly updates and reads from a single temperature controller 
as defined by the Port Number. 
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III 
Port Numberl !Refresh Rate! 
I~ 0 
l! [01 Timeout • .- · 
4 [0 .. 41 • 
@ [Outout Power 
1. The primary run loop. Press "stop" to end execution . 
2. Read sequence. Reads both the Setpoint and Output Power from the 
selected temperature controller. 
3. Set Setpoint. Writes a setpoint to the·temperature controller. 
4. Run/Hold Selector. Switches the temperature controller between Run and 
Hold modes. 
5. Reset Selector. Aborts the current Run process 
6. Set Output Power. Writes an output power to the temperature controller. 
7. Manual/Auto Selector. Switches the temperature controller between 
manual and auto modes. 
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A-3: Cold-Wall HVPE Users Manual 
(Imported from a separate document) 
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Chapter 1: 
Introduction to VPE Automation 








This program was written using National Instrument's LabVIEW graphical 
programming software. The graphical nature of its programming language 
makes it easy to build .complex control software for laboratory equipment and 
instruments. 
Overview of VPE Automation 
VPE Automation is a collection of tools that can be used to run and automate a 
VPE system remotely using a computer. This package contains five primary 
tools. The first being the Automation Panel which allows the entire VPE reactor 
to be controlled entirely by the computer. All that is necessary is to input the 
desired growth conditions and program the temperature controls. Having done 
that, the software will then control the entire growth procedure from start to finish . 
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Also included are utilities to remotely control individual mass flow controllers, 
valves and temperature sensors. Each utility can be used in conjunction with the 
Automation Panel to fine tune the system as it is running. 
The package also contains the utility, Automated Clean, so that a cleaning 
process can be set for the reactor, run, and then left to clean on its own. 
The location of each of the programs listed can be found in Appendix A, which 
lists the libraries associated with this program and the files contained in each. 
Chapter 2: 
Hardware Configuration 
Overview of Hardware 
This software will work with any properly configured data acquisition boards for 
the PC. To run this program it is necessary to have boards capable of analog 
and digital input/output (110) as well as 4 serial ports. The analog signals are 
necessary to communicate with the mass flow controllers with reading and 
writing coming from the analog inputs and outputs respectively. Digital 1/0 is 
required to control the valves, which permit the gas flow to the reactor. Lastly, 
the serial ports are used to communicate with the temperature sensors. 
This manual will refer to the AT-A0-1 0 for analog output, 6023E for analog input 
and digital I/O, and a PCI-232/4 for serial communications. 
Installing the Hardware 
Most hardware manufacturers provide their own installation instructions. As a 
result, it is possible to use the provided instructions and skip directly to Chapter 
3. Otherwise, this will. provide a brief overview for installing the cards listed 
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above. 
Note: A sturdy, demagnetized screwdriver and tweezers are necessary tools 
whenever installing hardware. 
Before beginning ins~allation it is necessary that you install the latest version of 
Lab VIEW as well as the latest version of the NI-DAQ software, NI-VISA software 
and Nl Serial Software. Once that has been done, you are ready to install the 
hardware using the following procedure: 
1. Reserve system resources (IRQ and DMA) for the AT-A0-10 board 
in the computer's BIOS. 
2. Turn off the computer and then remove the case cover. 
3. To prevent resource conflicts , remove all unnecessary hardware 
such as Ethernet, modem, or sound cards. 
4. Insert the PCI-232/4 Multifunction serial card. 
5. Restart the computer to make sure the operating system detects it. 
6. Turn off the computer again, and insert the 6023E and AT-A0-10 
7. Restart the computer to ensure the 6023E was detected. 
8. It is then possible to reinstall the previously removed cards. Note: 
any additional cards installed in the system increase the chances of there 
being resource conflicts . DO NOT install unnecessary hardware into the 
computer. 
9. Add the AT-A0-10 card to Measurement and Automation Explorer 
10. Test to make sure the DAQ resources are working properly using 
Measurement and Automation Explorer 
11. Test the Serial ports using HyperTerminal 
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Connecting the Computer to the Devices 
Once all the parts are installed in the computer and working properly, it is 
necessary to connect the computer to the VPE using the newly installed cards. 
The AT-A0-10 is the card that will be used to write c;ommands to the mass flow 
controllers .. The board itself has its jumper settings all to Bipolar and Internal 
Reference Voltage. The board is connected to the controllers by a simple 50-pin 
female ribbon cable . Table 2.1 shows the pin settings for this board . 
Table 2.1 
Channel Pin Connected to 
VOUTO 1 Sierra MFC Channel 1 
VOUT1 5 Sierra MFC Channel 2 
VOUT2 9 Sierra MFC Channel 3 
VOUT3 13 MKS Channel 1 
VOUT4 17 MKS Channel 2 
VOUT5 21 MKS Channel 1 ON/OFF 
VOUT6 25 MKS Channel 2 ON/OFF 
RGRND2 12 MKS Signal Ground 




The 6023E is used for reading the mass flow controllers' set points as well as the 
digital 1/0 necessary to control the valves. This board has a 68-pin connector, 
which needs to be converted to 50-pin through the use of either the SH6850 or 
R6850 cable assemblies. Table 2.2 shows the analog pin connections while 
Table 2.3 shows the required digital connections. 
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Table 2.2 
Channel Pin Connected to 
ACHO 3 Sierra Channel 1 0-5 Volt Linear Output 
ACH1 5 MKS Channel 1 Transducer Output 
ACH3 9 Sierra Channel 2 0-5 Volt Linear Output 
ACH4 11 MKS Channel 2 Transducer Output 
ACH8 4 Sierra Channel 3 0-5 Volt Linear Output 
AIGND 2 Ground 
Table 2.3 
Channel Pin Connected to 
0100 25 Valve 4- Nitrogen to Mix with HCI 
0101 27 Valve 2- Nitrogen to Mix with Ammonia 
0102 29 Valve 1 -Ammonia 
0103 31 Valve 5 - Hydrogen Chloride 
0104 26 Valve 3- Nitrogen to Middle 
0105 28 Disconnected Valve 




Measurement and Automation Explorer Settings 
Measurement and Automation Explorer (MAX) is a useful tool in configuring the 
devices for use with Lab VIEW. By creating a list of "Virtual Channels" that 
contain all the configuration settings for each channel , the channels can just be 
added to Lab VIEW by the given channel name. To ensure that VHVPE 
Automation runs properly, it is necessary that the channels are created as shown 
in tables 3.1-3.3. 
Table 3.1 : Analog Output Channels 
Channel Name Device Channel Units Range 
MKS Channel 1 ON/OFF AT-A0-10 5 Volts 0-5 
MKS Channel 2 ON/OFF AT-A0-10 6 Volts 0-5 
MKS Channel1 Write AT-A0-10 3 Volts 0-5 
MKS Channel2 Write AT-A0-10 4 Volts 0-5 
Sierra Channel 1 Write AT-A0-10 0 Volts 0-5 
Sierra Channel 2 Write AT-A0-10 1 Volts 0-5 
Sierra Channel 3 Write AT-A0-10 2 Volts 0-5 
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Table 3.2: Analog Input Channels 
Channel Name Device Channel Input Mode 
. MKS Channel 1 Read PCI-6023E 1 Ref Single 
MKS Channel 2 Read PCI-6023E 4 Ref Single 
Sierra Channel 1 Reading PCI-6023E 0 Ref Single 
Sierra Channel 2 R~ading PCI-6023E 8 Ref Single 
Sierra Channel 3 Reading PCI-6023E 3 Ref Single 
Table 3.3: Digital I/O Channels 
Channel Name Device Port Line 
Valve 1 -Ammonia PCI-6023E DIO 2 
Valve 2 - Nitrogen to Ammonia PCI-6023E DIO 1 
Valve 3 - Nitrogen to Middle PCI-6023E DIO 4 
Valve 4- Nitrogen to HCI PCI-6023E DIO 0 
Valve 5- HCI PCI-6023E DIO 3 
Valve 6- Nitrogen +Ammonia PCI-6023E DIO 6 
The serial port settings also must be configured through MAX. This software is 
coded to accommodate the four serial ports on the PCI-232/4 as the next 
available COM ports after the two that already exist on the motherboard. 
Specifically, Zones 1-4 are associated with COM 3-6 respectively . In order for 
the serial ports to communicate properly with the Eurotherm temperature 
controllers, the ports must all be configured in the following fashion. 
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Baud Rate: 9600 
Data Bits: . 7 
Parity: Even 
Stop Bits: 1 
The Eurotherm controllers only accept data configured to those settings. As a 
result, the only setting that can be changed is the Baud Rate, which is limited by 
the multifunction serial interface card itself. 
Chapter 4: 
Mass Flow Controller and Valve Control 
The MFC-Valve Control Panel exists so that the mass flow controllers and flow 
valves could be controlled manually and remotely. It is designed to be as user-
friendly as possible , such that no knowledge of setting the controllers manually is 
necessary. 
Setting and Controlling the MFCs 
When you load the MFC-Valve Control Panel, you will be presented with a 
schematic of the VPE reactor's valve system as shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4. 1: MFC-Valve Control Panel 
As long as the program is running , it will dynamically update the flow rates in 
seem of each gas in the large digital indicators. To change a particular flow rate , 
there is another digital indicator to the left of the " Set: ~' buttons. Input whatever 
your desired flow rate is into these indicators and press the "Set:" button to set 
that flow rate . 
Opening and Closing Flow Valves 
It is important to remember that no gas will flow so long as the valves that lead to 
the reactor are closed. The dark colored lines indicate the path the gas will flow 
in once the valves have been opened. In Figure 4.1 all the valves are in the "Off' 
position, which is represented by the LEOs being blue. To change the status of 
the valve , click on the LED. It will change to green to indicate that the valve is 
open . Clicking on it once again will close the valve and change the color of the 
LED back to blue to indicate that the valve is closed. 
Note: It is strongly recommended to keep the flow rates set to zero while the 




Eurotherm 2408 Controls 
Setting and Controlling the Eurotherm Temperature Controllers 
The VISA Eurotherm Panel is a utility that provides remote , manual control of the 
temperature controllers in the VPE reactor. In order to maintain the functionality 
of the front panel on the Eurotherms themselves , this interface is designed to 
reflect the Eurotherm 2408 front panel. Figure 5.1 shows the front panel when 
running the VISA Eurotherm Panel. 
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Figure 5.1: VISA Eurotherm Panel 
While running, this program will constantly update the current temperature and 
set point values. The large LED display is the current temperature while the 
smaller one is the outpuUoutput power, depending on other settings. 
The two round buttons found on each of the displays control the status of the 
controllers. The button on the left is the toggle between "Automatic" and 
"Manual" modes. While in Automatic mode, "AUTO" will be illuminated in the 
small display to the right of the toggle. In this mode the set point will be 
displayed above, and can be set using the buttons along the bottom. Manual 
mode causes the display to show the current output power of the Eurotherm as 
well as illuminate "MAN" to the right of the togg le to indicate "Manual" mode. 
Once again , in this mode, the output power will be controlled using the buttons 
along the bottom. 
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The round button on the right is used to toggle between running and holding the 
current program stored within the temperature controllers. By default, the display 
to the left of the button is not illuminated to indicate that there is no program 
running . Pressing the button once will run the current program stored in memory. 
The display to the left will then illuminate "RUN" to indicate that the program is 
running . Pressing the button again will hold the current program at the current 
point indefinitely until the button is pressed again to return it to the "run" state. 
While holding, as well , the display to the left of the button will illuminate "HOLD" 
to show that it is holding. 
The numeric control at the bottom of each panel is used to input the desired set 
point or output power depending on the state of the controller. Once the desired 
value has been entered , all that is necessary is press the "Set" button . 
The "RESET" button on each panel does exactly that. It resets whatever 
program was running on the controller and returns it to the last inputted set point 
value. 
Note: Due to the way the program refreshes the displays, the "Set" and "RESET' 
buttons may remain depressed for a second as the program cycles through each 
panel. Pressing the buttons again before the program has a chance to register 
them may result in the Eurotherm not being updated. The button will return to 
normal as soon as it has been read. 
Programming the Eurotherm Controllers 
The Zone Programming utility allows you to easily create and load the program to 
run the temperature controllers while growing in the VPE reactor. Figure 5.2 
shows a portion of the Zone Programming utility's interface. 
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Figure 5.2: Zone Programming Interface 
In order to program the controllers, you must first choose which zone it is you 
want to program from Zone 1 through 4. Having done that, you can begin 
creating the program for the temperature controllers. Starting from Segment 1, 
you use the enumerator control to choose how you want the temperature 
controller to behave at that point. There are five options: 
Ramp (Rate) : Ramps the set point temperature at the set rate 
Ramp (Time to Target) : Ramps the set point temperature to the desired 
value in the time chosen 
Step: Changes the set point from its current value directly to the new 
desired value 
Dwell: Holds the set point at the current value for the time indicated 
End (Reset) : Ends the program and resets the set point to its value prior 
to executing the program 
End (Infinite Dwell): The program ends by holding the set point indefinitely 
at whatever the last programmed value was 
Note: The program will not be accepted without an End segment 
After setting the entire program, double check that everything is set entirely as 
you intend , and then click on the "Load Program" button to send it to the 
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temperature controller. You will know when it is finished when the Programming 
Utility stops running. To program another zone, restart the program and repeat 
for that zone number. Once all the zones have been programmed , you are all 
set to use the Automation Panel to begin a growth. 
Chapter 6: 
Automating the VPE Reactor 
Familiarizing Yourself with the Automation Panel 
The Automation Panel incorporates control systems for four different devices into 
one panel. At first glance the Automation Panel might seem overbearing , due to 
the number of controls and indicators required accomplish such a feat. In reality, 
though , controlling the entire reactor is quite simple with this interface. Figure 6.1 
shows you what the interface looks like. 
Figure 6.1: The Automation Panel 
If you have already used the MFC-Valve Control Panel or the Eurotherm Panel , 
some aspects of this interface may be familiar to you . The schematic from the 
MFC-Valve Control Panel in the upper left corner of the interface contains all the 
information about the status of the valves and flow rates as the process runs. 
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Each furnace Zone is once again represented by miniature representations of the 
Eurotherm 2408 Temperature Controller on the right side of the interface. Each 
of these panels will indicate its respective zone's temperature and output/output 
power. The interface however, is much more stripped down than that found in 
the Eurotherm Panel. This is due to the fact that all four zones are operated in 
tandem elsewhere on the panel. Also, other functions are unnecessary due to 
the nature of the Automation Panel itself. 
The bottom left of the interface contains all the controls for the automation 
process. These controls include controls for configuring the growth process, 
controls for updating ·the automation process while it is running , and indicators for 
the status of the automation process. 
Setting the Growth Parameters 
Before you can begin the growth, you must tell the Automation Panel how you 
want the growth to proceed. All this information is inputted into the table at the 
bottom left corner of the interface, as shown in figure 6.2. 
Figure 6.2: The Growth Parameters Table 
The columns of this table consist, first, of the desired flow rates for e.ach channel 
during its respective stage. "~t" represents the amount of time each growth 
stage is to last before moving on to the next stage. The last column represents 
the temperature the substrate (Zone 3) must reach before the respective growth 
phase is to start. The last row is the only exception to that condition. 
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Each of the five major stages of the growth process makes up the rows of the 
table. 
Ramp: This is the stage in between each growth phase where the temperature is 
either ramping up or down to the next desired value. This stage contains no HCI 
because no growth is in progress. It is impossible to tell how long this stage will 
last; therefore L'lt is not available either. 
*The NH3 column only applies to the ramp stage between the buffer and high 
temperature growths 
Step 1: This is the Gallium Chloride Pretreatment stage. No Ammonia is 
used in this step. 
Step 2: This is the Low-Temperature Buffer Growth 
Step 3: This is the High-Temperature Growth 
Cool Down: This is the first stage of the cool down process that includes 
an ammonia rich environment to protect the Gallium Nitride film from any 
excess gallium gas. This continues until the temperature specified in the 
Substrate Temp column. Once that point is reached, the Automation 
panel continues the cool down independently. 
With the entire table completed, you should name the sample at the top of the 
screen for logging purposes, and then can now choose to begin the growth by 
pressing the large "Begin Growth" button. 
The Automation Process 
Assuming the "Begin Growth" button has been pressed, the growth is now 
underway. The status of the reactor and the growth process are shown in 
numerous places. The flow rates, valves, and temperature readings have 
already been covered on pages 17-18. 
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Besides being host to the Growth Parameters Table, the bottom right portion of 
the interface contains a series of LEOs that indicate the current and completed 
stages of the process. The left column , indicated with "Done," shows which 
stages have been completed thus far, by illuminating their LEOs. Its companion 
column , "Current" lights only the current stage's LED. To the right of the Growth 
Parameters Table , is another indicator that keeps track of the current running 
time of the entire growth process from start until about and hour and a half after 
the Cool Down stage has been completed. 
There are also a few other indicators that have been added within the schematic 
of the flow valves . The first, in the bottom center of the schematic, displays the 
current stage of the automation process. Also , directly under the "Fume Hood" 
label , there is another timer that only indicates time elapsed within each growth 
stage. This does not include Ramp and Cool Down stages. 
Safety devices have been coded into the program in the case that the dwell for 
each growth stage is not long enough. When the program realizes that the dwell 
is too short, it will hold the current set points for each zone until the growth stage 
is over. At that point, it will once again run the program as if it were long enough. 
The Automation Panel automatically creates a log file of each growth that is 
performed . These logs are contained in the log directory as the date and growth 
number for the day (e.g. the third growth attempted on June 30, 2003 would be 
saved as "2003_Jun30(3).txt"). Each log file contains the growth parameters 
used , followed by the sample name and then all the readings taken each minute. 
A timestamp is placed before each set of data points so that the duration of 
certain stages ofthe growth can easily be calculated. 
This log file can be used in conjunctiqn with the "Load Values" button. This 
button , when pressed , will prompt you to choose a file from which to load the 
growth parameters . The log files have been designed such that choosing the log 
of a previous growth will complete the table using the conditions used in that 
growth. This makes it very simple to attempt to recreate a past growth. 
Finally the log files are designed so they can be easily loaded into a spreadsheet 
program such as Excel. To do so, load Excel and open the log's txt file with 
"Tab" as the delimiter. This makes it very simple to graph the data generated 
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during the growth. 
Adjusting the Growth Process 
It is safe to assume that not every growth will be properly configured before it is 
run. Not only for the sake of troubleshooting , sometimes it is necessary to 
change the parameters based on observations after the process has started. 
The Automation Panel is designed so that most of the parameters can be 
changed while the automation process is underway. This way, you are not 
constrained to being committed to the initial conditions entered before beginning 
any growth process. 
The simplest change to make is to the parameters for any stage that has not yet 
happened. The program only reads the values entered at the start of each stage. 
Therefore, any values entered before the program gets to that point would be 
used just as though they were entered before the process started. 
Note: The Substrate Temp is the value that the stage will begin on, therefore, as 
soon as the preceding stage has begun (usually a ramp), it has already been 
read and is therefore, permanently set. For this reason it is critical that it be 
properly set before execution of the growth. 
If the stage you wish to alter has already begun , it is still possible to change the 
values by changing the table's values. The only difference is that you must 
indicate to the program that these values have been changed . This is done with 
the "Update Values" button , which will then tell the program to update the flow 
rates for the current stage as you have entered them in the table. 
Note: This does not affect Lit or Substrate Temp, only flow rates. 
To change other parameters , it is necessary for you to press the "Hold" button , 
this not only holds the program on the temperature controllers , but also allows 
you to open and close valves similar to the MFC-Valve Control Panel or change 
the Output Power on the temperature controllers similar to the Eurotherm Panel. 
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As soon as you are finished making changes in that manner, press the "Run" 
button to continue with the program. Any changes to flow rates made during a 
stage are permanent until the start of the next change, or until you change them 
again. 
Should the process become so flawed that there is little choice but to scrap it and 
try again , it is possible to abort the growth. Normally the program will run for a 
while past the Cool Down stage; however, underneath the "Begin Growth" button 
is another button that resets the program. It is rather aptly named "Reset 
Program." Pressing this resets all the flow rates, valves and temperature 
controllers back to their defaults: Any changes can then be made to any aspect 
of the growth and then run again as if the previous attempt(s) had never 
happened. 
It is also important to realize that the Eurotherm and MFC-Valve Control Panels 
can be used while the Automation Panel is running. This is usually a more 
powerful way to adjust the growth parameters while the automation is 
proceeding . This way you can still use the features that have been removed or 
restricted in Automation Panel. 
Two- or Three.:.step Growth Processes 
By default, the Automation panel is designed for a three-step growth process. 
However, it can just as easily be used for a two-step growth process. To do this 
it is merely as simple as setting the buffer growth and high temperature growths' 
substrate temperatures the same. This way, the panel will quickly skip through 
the temperature ramping stage between the growths 
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Chapter 7: 
Cleaning the VPE Reactor 
Using Automated Clean 
After doing a number of growths, the VPE reactor has probably become covered 
with unwanted GaN deposits. Therefore , the Automated Clean utility will run the 
reactor in a cleaning process that removes the build-up from the walls of the 
reactor. · 
The Automated Clean utility looks and acts much as the Automation Panel does 
as Figure 7.1 illustrates. 
Figure 7. 1: Automated Clean Interface 
The most obvious difference between the two is that the Automated Clean 
interface is a significantly stripped down version of Automation Panel's. 
Everything in this interface behaves exactly as 
it would on Automation Panel. All the unnecessary buttons and table entries 
have been removed . Now, Ramp refers to the ramp up to cleaning 
temperatures, Clean is the cleaning phase, and Cool Down is the ramp back 
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down to room temperature after the two hour clean is completed. 
This utility is designed to quickly start a standardized cleaning process that can 
be safely left alone while so that you can focus your time and attention on other 
things. For a more custom cleaning process, it is recommended that you simply 
use the MFC-Valve Control and Eurotherm Panels to control the entire process 
as it progresses. 
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Automation Panel (VISA).vi* 
Dual MFC Control Panel.vi 
Eurotherm2408 control.vi (obsolete) 
Eurotherm Read.vi 
Eurotherm VISA Read.vi 
Eurotherm VISA Write.vi 
Global1.vi 
HVPE Logger.vi 
HVPE Log Read.vi 
Integrated Panel.vi 
MFC Control.vi 
MFC Read .vi 
MFC Write.vi 
(obsolete) 




Set Point Dialog.vi 
Serial VISA Comm.vi 
Sierra Virtual On-Off.vi 
Valve Box Control.vi 
Valve On-Off.vi 
VISA Channel Flush.vi 
VISA Close Utility.vi 
VISA Eurotherm Panel.vi 
VISA Eurotherm2408 control.vi 
Eurotherm2408.11b 
Append BCC.vi 
El BISYNCH Comm.vi 
El BISYNCH Read .vi 
El BISYNCH Write.vi 
Eurotherm.vi 
Global1 .vi 
Lab Serial Port lnit.vi 
Number to 5-char string .vi 
Zone Programming BETA.vi 
Zone Programming Final.vi 




LabVIEW version 6.1 Professional 
Measurement and Automation Explorer version 2.2.0.301 0 
NI-DAQ version 6.9.2f4 
NI-VISA version 2.6.0 
*Note: NiViAsrl.dll has been upgraded to version 2.6.1 due to a memory leak in 
version 2.6.0 of that file that causes any VI that interfaces the Eurotherm 
Temperature Controllers to crash after prolonged use (usually in the middle of 
the growth process). VISA Eurotherm Panel, Automation Panel (VISA) , and 
Automated Clean require this fix to run properly. 
Troubleshooting Guide 
Mass Flow Controllers: 
The MFC- Valve Control Panel will not write to the mass flow controllers. 
There are a number of reasons that this might be the case. First double check 
that the cables are in fact plugged into both the analog output interface card (AT-
A0-1 0) and the MFC and that the MFCs are set to remote operation . If 
everything is plugged in and set properly, make sure the respective pins are 
connected to one another on the card and MFG. 
The wires are properly connected, but the software still does not write to the 
controllers. 
Open Measurement and Automation Explorer and bring up the Test Panel for 
your analog output device. Use a multimeter on the pins to double check that the 
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proper signal is being sent. If not, use MAX to adjust the card 's settings. 
The values being read by the MFC-Valve Control Panel are very inaccurate 
and/or change as valves are opened and closed. 
To correct this, you must make sure that the valve box is not grounded to the 
same place as the MFCs. A safe location to connect this ground would be to pin 
49 , DGND, on the AT-A0-10 because that channel is not being used by other 
devices. 
Also this can be caused by the flow of gasses being split between several flow 
valves. As a result the pressure from the cylinders might need to be altered to 
accommodate this difference. 
Temperature Controllers: 
The VISA Eurotherm Panel crashes after running consecutively for X hours. 
This is due to a memory leak in the NI-VISA 2.6.0 serial drivers. Either update 
the drivers to version 2.6.1, or just replace NiViAsrl.dll to version 2.6.1 from the 
National Instruments website. 
After running Eurotherm Panel, Automation Panel or Automated Clean, I get a 
resource busy error when trying to use the serial ports with another program. 
This is usually caused by the VISA session not properly closing after any of these 
utilities run. Just run the VISA Close Utility contained in VertHVPE.IIb on the 
afflicted serial port. 
Valve Box: 
Valve X will not open when /tell it to using MFC-Valve Control Panel. 
Make sure that the pins containing the digital signal are connected properly to 
both the computer and the Valve Box. Next make sure that the valve is switched 
to remote, not local , control. The green LED being lit on the valve box itself 
indicates remote control , yellow indicates local. 
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Appendix 8: Horizontal HVPE Documentation 
B-1: Technical Drawings 
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B-2: LabVIEW Code 
t-IVPE Interface.vl 
C:\ HVPE VIs\HVPE lnterface ,vl 
Last modified on 12/11/2012 at 4:18 PM 
Printed on 9/ 10/2013 at 1:22 P~t 
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HVPE Interface. vi . 
C:\HVPE Vls\HVPE Interface. vi 
Last modified on 12/11/2012 at 4:18 PM 
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Page2 ~ 
HVPE Interface. vi 
C:\HVPE Vls\HVPE Interface. vi 
Last modified on 12/11/2012 at 4:18 PM 
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HVPE Interface. vi 
C:\HVPE VIs\ HVPE Interface. vi 
Last modified on 12/11/2012 at 4:18 PM 














HVPE Interface. vi 
C:\HVPE VIs\HVPE Interface. vi 
Last modified on 12/11/2012 at 4:18 PM 
Printed on 9/10/2013 at l :22 PM 
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HVPE Interface. vi 
C:\HVPE Vls\HVPE Interface. vi 
Last modified on 12/li/2012 at 4:18 PM 








HVPE Interface. vi 
C:\HVPE VIs\HVPE Interface. vi 
Last modified on 12/11/2012 at 4:18 PM 
Printed on 9/10/2013 at 1:22 PM 
Page7 ~ 
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HVPE Interface. vi 
C:\HVPE Vls\HVPE Interface.vi 
Last modified on 12/11/2012 at 4:18 PM 
Printed on 9/10/2013 at 1:22 PM 
Pages~"~ 
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HVPE Interface. vi 
C:\HVPE VIs\HVPE Interface. vi 
Last modified on 12/11/2012 at 4:18 PM 
Printed on 9/10/2013 at 1:22 PM 
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HVPE I nterface. vi 
C:\HVPE Vls\ HVPE lnterface.vi 
last modified on 12/11/2012 at 4:18 PM 
Printed on 9/10/2013 at 1:22PM 
UIU.VC 











C: \HVPE V!S\Piots Save. vi 
Write To Spreadsheet File (DBL).vi _ 
PagelO ~ 
C:\Program Files\National lnstr~ments\labVIEW 2009\vi.lib\Utili ty\ file.llb\ Write To Spreadsheet File (OBL) .vi 
ridl ~ 
Write To Spreadsheet File. vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\labVJEW 2009\vi.lib\Utility\ file.llb\Write To Spreadsheet File. vi 
FlowWrite..vi 
C:\HVPE VlS\ FiowWrite.vi 
Serial Read Temperature.vi 
C:\ HVPE VIs\Serial Read Temperature. vi 
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HVPE Interface. vi 
C:\HVPE Vl s\HVPE Interface. vi 
Last modified on 12/11/2012 at 4:18 PM 
Printed on 9/10/2013 at 1:22PM 
. = l{~:_:·;_:t•• r=--................... _.,., .............. ,... 
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HVPE Interface. vi 
C:\HVPE VIs\HVPE Interface. vi 
Last modified on 12/11/2012 at 4:18 PM 
Printed on 9/10/2013 at 1:22PM 
~ ~~ RF Toggle. vi 
C:\HVPE VIs\RF Toggle. vi 
~ -~~Laser OnOff,vi ~ C:\HVPE Vls\ Laser OnOff.vi 
Page 12 ~ 
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Basic RF Serial Read-Write.vi 
C:\HVPE Vls\Basic RF Serial Read -Write. vi 
Last modified on 6/15/2012 at 3:20 PM 
Printed on 9/10/2013 at 1:22PM 
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Pagel~ ~ 
Basic RF Serial Read-Wrlte.vi 
C:\HVPE Vls\ Baslc RF Serial Read·Wrlte.vl 
Last modified on 6/15/2012 at 3:20 PM 
Printed on 9/10/2013 at 1:22 PM 
Page2 ~ 
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Basic RF Serial Read-Write.vi 
C:\HVPE Vls\ Baslc RF Serial Read-Wrlte.vl 
Last modified on 6/15/2012 at 3:20 PM 
Printed on 9/10/ 2013 at 1:22PM 
Page3 ~. ~ 
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Basic RF Serial Read-Wrlte.vi 
C:\HVPE VIs\Basic RF Serial Read·Wrlte .vi 
Last modified on 6/15/2012 at 3:20 PM 
Printed on 9/10/2013 at 1:22 PM 
~ Basic Serial Write and Read. vi 
Page4 ~ 
L:::2J C:\Program Flles\Nationallnstruments\LabVlEW 2009\examples\instr\smplserl.llb\Baslc Serial Write and Read.vi 
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FlowOn·Off.vi 
Page 1 fMl 
C:\HVPE Vls\FiowOn·Oft.vl 
Last modified on 4/5/2011 at 11:36 PM 
Printed on 9/10/2013 at ,1:22PM 
• On-Qff HCI Metal 
• On-Off HCI Clean 
• On·Off N2 Metal 
• On·Off N2 Booster 
• On-Off N2 NH3 
• On-Off NH3 
Port 
OAQmx Write. vi 
State 
On-Off f liJ 9--{;>-J 
Tr L .. .. ~ ..................... , State 
l.rrzll 
lldmJJ 
C:\Prograni Files\National Instruments\LabVJEW 2009\vi.lib\DAQmx\write. llb\DAQmx Write. vi 
OAQmx Write (Digital Boollline tPoint).vi 





Page 1 ~M: 
C:\HVPE VIs\flowWrlte.vl 
Last modified on 8/3/2011 at 6:21 AM 
Printed on 9/10/2013 at 1:22PM 
_ Channel 
' '~ · ... 




!nverse State · 
• Write HCI to Metal Flow 
• Write HCI to Clean Flow 
• Write N2 to Metal Flow 
• Write N2 Booster Flow 
• Write N2 to NH3 Flow 
• Write NH3 Flow 
Flow Rate 










DAQm><: Write. vi 
C: \Program Files\Natlonal Instruments\LabVIEW 2009\vi.llb\DAQmx\wrlte.llb\ DAQmx Write. vi 
DAQmx Write (Analog DBL 1Chan 1Samp).vi 
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 2009\vi.lit>\DAQmx\ write.llb\ DAQmx Write (Analog DBL !Chan 
!Samp) ,vi 
Flowon-Off.vi 
C:\HVPE VIs\ FiowOn-Off . .vl 
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FullflowRead.vi 
C:\HVPE VIs\FuiiFiowRead .vi 
Last modified on 8/3/2011 at 6:18 A~1 
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Page 2 ~M: 
C:\HVPE Vls\FuiiFtowRead .vi 
Last modified on B/3/2011 at 6:18 AM 
Printed on 9/10/2013 at 1 :22 PM 
DAQmx RE!ad.vi 
C:\Program Flles\National Instruments\LabVIEW 2009\vl.l lb\DAQmx\read .llb\DAQmx Read.vl 
DAQmx Read (Analog 20 DBL NChan NSamp).vi 
READ 
C:\Program Files\Natlonal Instruments\LabVIEW 2009\vi.lib\DAQmx\read.llb\DAQmx Read (Ana log 20 DBL NChan 
NSamp).vi 
NI_AALBase.lvlib:Mean.vi 
C: \Program Flles\National Instruments\LabVIEW 2009\vi .lib\Analysis\basean ly .llb\Mean. vi 
DAQmx Flatbon Channel String.vi 
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